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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Model 
Let y  represent an n x 1 observable random vector. Suppose that y  follows the 
mixed-effects linear model 
y  = + Zs + e, (1.1) 
where /3  i s  a .p  x  1 vector of unknown parameters and X and Z are known matrices. 
Def ine  a = rank(X,  Z)  — rank{X) .  Assume tha t  n  — rank(X,  Z)  > 0 ,  a  > 0 ,  
and (without loss of generality) that rank(X) = p. Also, 8 and e are unobservable, 
statistically independent random vectors of dimensions g x 1 and n x 1 that are dis­
tributed as N{0, cTj/) and N(0, cr^I), respectively, where the variance components 
9 9 
cr and are unknown positive parameters. In the language of mixed models, the 
elements of /3 are fixed effects, the elements of 8 are random effects, and the elements 
of e are random errors. Denote the ratio of the random-effect variance to the error 
variance by 7. That is, 7 = a^ja^. 
In the case of a Bayesian analysis, it is sometimes more convenient to parameter­
ize in terms of the reciprocals of the variance components (which are called precision 
components) than in terms of the variance components themselves. Denote the preci­
sion components by r = 1/cr^ and = l/cr^. Denote the ratio of the random-effect 
precision to the error precision by p. That is, p = rifr = 7~^. 
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The problem to be considered is that of inference about a linear combination of 
the fixed and random effects, w = A^/3 + 6^3, where A and 6 are known vectors of 
dimensions p x 1 and g x 1, respectively. Note that if 6 is non-null, w is a random 
variable. Consequently, inference about w is customarily referred to as prediction. 
Inference about fixed and random effects in a mixed linear model is closely re­
lated to several other statistical methodologies that have been developed more or less 
independently, including James-Stein estimation (James and Stein, 1961), (paramet­
ric) empirical Bayes inference (Efron and Morris, 1973; Morris, 1983), ridge regres­
sion (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970a,b), kriging (Matheron, 1963), and the Kalman filter 
(Kalman, 1960). Refer, for instance, to Robinson's (1991) paper and the discussion 
thereof. 
In the next three subsections, some examples are given that illustrate the problem 
of inference about a linear combination of fixed and random effects. 
1.1.1 Example: Lithium carbonate bioequivalence study 
Following Hulting and Harville (1991), let us consider a subset of the data in 
Table 2 of Westlake (1974). These data are from a comparative bioavailability study 
in which each of 12 patients received one of four formulations of lithium carbonate 
(A, B, C or D) on Day 1 and a second one of the four on Day 8. The serum level 
of lithium in each patient's blood was recorded at several time points subsequent to 
the reception of each formulation. For simplicity, consider only the data recorded 
at the end of 6 hours. The experimental design was a balanced incomplete block 
design. However, for purposes of illustration, it is supposed that patients 2, 5, 6 and 
9 dropped out of the study prior to Day 8, thereby destroying the balance. With this 
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modification, the data are those presented in Table 1.1. 
Let yj^j represent the natural logarithm of the serum level of lithium in the blood 
of the jth patient subsequent to receiving the ith formulation. Following Hulting and 
Harville (1991), the model is taken to be 
Vi j  =  M +  /5i  +  + Pj  +  e^ j ,  
where m equals 1 or 2 depending on whether the j'th patient received the ith formu­
lation on Day 1 or Day 8. The formulation effects ... ,/3^) and day effects 
and ^2) s-re considered fixed, while the patient effects are considered random. Thus, 
...,P22 ^re normally distributed random variables that are statistically indepen­
dent of each other and of the ejj's and that have mean 0 and variance and the 
ejj's are normally and independently distributed with mean 0 and variance cr^. This 
model (when appropriately reparameterized) is expressible as a special case of model 
(1.1). 
Formulation D was the standard formulation, while A, B, and C were new formu­
lations. The objective of the experiment was to make inferences about the contrasts 
A vs. D, B vs. D, and C vs. D, that is, about Pi — /?2 — P4., and (3^ — Note 
that each of these is a linear combination of the fixed effects only. 
1.1.2 Example: Crop area prediction 
This example was first considered by Battese, Harter, and Fuller (1988), and 
was later considered by Hulting and Harville (1991). The general problem is one of 
small-area estimation. The data consist of two determinations of the area planted to 
corn and soybeans for a sample of land segments in 12 north-central Iowa counties. 
(A segment is 250 hectares.) The first determination, called reported hectares, is 
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Table 1.1: Serum Levels of Lithium After Six Hours in mEq per 
liter (and Day on Which Formulation was Received) 
Formulation 
Patient A B C D 
1 0.300 (1) 0.240 (8) 
2 0.333 (1) 
3 0.300 (8) 0.200 (1) 
4 0.360 (1) 0.200 (8) 
5 0.433 (1) 
6 0.367 (1) 
7 0.300 (8) 0.440 (1) 
8 0.440 (1) 0.267 (8) 
9 0.133 (1) 
10 0.400 (1) 0.267 (8) 
11 0.367 (1) 0.267 (8) 
12 0.280 (8) 0.200 (1) 
based on interviews with farm operators in the 1978 June Enumerative Survey of the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture. The second determination is taken from LANDSAT 
readings in August and September of 1978 and is the number of pixels classified 
as corn or soybeans. (A pixel represents about 0.45 hectares.) The goal is to use 
the data from both sources to predict the mean hectares of corn (or soybeans) per 
segment for each of the counties. 
Following Hulting and Harville (1991), we focus on inference about the mean 
hectares of corn per segment for the 12 counties represented in the sample. Let 
represent the reported hectares of corn for the jth segment in the ith county, 
and let xi^j and X2ij represent the number of satellite pixels in that segment clas­
sified as corn and soybeans, respectively. The data are exhibited in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2: Survey and Satellite Data Regarding Corn and Soybeans in Twelve Iowa 
Counties 
Reported Pixels in Mean Number of 
Hectares sample segments pixels per segment 
of Corn Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans 
County 3 iv i j )  imj )  i^2 i j )  (®2i(p)) 
Cerro Gordo 1 1 165.76 374 55 295.29 189.70 
Hamilton 1 1 96.32 209 218 300.40 196.65 
Worth 1 1 76.08 253 250 289.60 205.28 
Humboldt 2 1 185.35 432 96 290.74 220.22 
2 116.43 367 178 
Franklin 3 1 162.08 361 137 318.21 188.06 
2 152.04 288 206 
3 161.75 369 165 
Pocohontas 3 1 92.88 206 218 257.17 247.13 
2 149.94 316 221 
3 64.75 145 338 
Winnebago 3 1 127.07 355 128 291.77 185.37 
2 133.55 295 147 
3 77.70 223 204 
Wright 3 1 206.39 459 77 301.26 221.36 
2 108.33 290 217 
3 118.17 307 258 
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Table 1.2 (Continued) 
Reported Pixels in Mean Number of 
Hectares sample segments pixels per segment 
of Corn Corn Soybeans Corn Soybeans 
County H i iV i j )  (®lij) (%;) (®li(p)) (%(p)) 
Webster 4 1 99.96 252 303 262.17 247.09 
2 140.43 293 221 
3 98.95 206 222 
4 131.04 302 274 
Hancock 5 1 114.12 313 190 314.28 198.66 
2 100.60 246 270 
3 127.88 353 172 
4 116.90 271 228 
5 87.41 237 297 
Kossuth 5 1 93.48 221 167 298.65 204.61 
2 121.00 369 191 
3 109.61 343 249 
4 122.66 342 182 
5 104.21 294 179 
Hardin 5 1 88.59 220 262 325.99 177.05 
2 165.35 355 160 
3 104.00 261 221 
4 88.63 187 345 
5 153.70 350 190 
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Battese et al. (1988) applied to these data the nested-error regression model 
Vi j  =  /^O +  + Hj  ,  (1-2)  
where, letting nj represent the number of segments observed in the ith county, i = 
1,..., 12, and j = 1,... ,nj. Here, fii, and /02 are unknown parameters (fixed 
effects), and the Uj's are random county effects that are normally and independently 
distributed with mean 0 and variance a^. Further, the ejj's are random variables 
that are normally and independently distributed with mean 0 and variance cr^ and 
that are statistically independent of the u^'s. Model (1.2) is expressible as a special 
case of model (1.1). 
The zth small-area (county) mean to be predicted is 
/?0+/5l®li(p)+/52^2i(p)+'"z' 
where ^^^(p) and ®2i(p) the mean amounts of corn and soybeans, respectively, 
obtained for the ith county by dividing the total number of pixels classified as corn 
or soybeans in that county by the number of segments in that county. (Satellite data 
are available for the entire county, not just the segments in the survey sample.) The 
values of ®ij(p) and ®2i(p) included in Table 1.2. 
1.1.3 Example: Lamb weight data 
These data consist of the birth weights of 62 single-birth male lambs, and were 
originally considered by Harville and Fenech (1985). The data are given in Table 
1.3. The data come from five distinct population lines. Each lamb was the progeny 
of one of 23 rams, and each lamb had a different dam. Age of dam was recorded 
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as belonging to one of three categories, numbered 1 (1-2 years), 2 (2-3 years), and 3 
(over 3 years). 
Let represent the birth weight of the dth. of those lambs that are the 
offspring of the Ath sire in the jth population line and of a dam belonging to the ith 
age category. Following Harville and Penech (1985), it is assumed that follows 
the mixed linear model 
y i jkd  = Ai + + Try + 
where the age effects (/3j^, /3g) and the line effects (ttj^, ... ,7rg) are fixed effects, 
where the sire (within line) effects ®12' • • • > ^SS) independently and normally 
distributed random variables having mean 0 and common variance > and where the 
Hjkd'^ are normally distributed random variables with mean 0 and common variance 
m 
<7 that are statistically independent of each other and of the sire effects. This model 
(when appropriately reparameterized) is expressible as a special case of model (1.1). 
As indicated by Harville and Carriquiry (1992), one objective in analyzing this 
birth weight data might be inference (for each j and k) about the value of the random 
variable 
^ jk  = + + 
where /3* = {22/62)(3 i  + (11/62)^2  + (29/62)/)g, or inference about the values of cer­
tain linear combinations of the Wjj^'s. Consider, for example, the linear combination 
= •u;i3 - îi;56 = TTi - 7r5 + 513 - 556, (13) 
which represents the difference in "breeding value" between the third sire in the first 
population line and the sixth sire in the fifth population line. 
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Table 1.3: Birth Weights (in pounds) of Lambs 
2 
3 1 
3 
7.7 
10.0 
11.2 
10.2 
10.9 
11.7 
9.9 
Sire 
Dam 
age Wt. Sire 
Dam 
age Wt. Sire 
Dam 
age Wt. 
Line 1 Line 3 Line 5 
1 1 6.2 1 2 9.0 1 1 11.7 
2 1 13.0 3 9.5 12.6 
3 1 9.5 12.6 2 1 9.0 
10.1 2 1 11.0 3 11.0 
11.4 2 10.1 3 3 9.0 
2 11.8 11.7 12.0 
3 12.9 3 8.5 4 3 9.9 
13.1 8.8 5 2 13.5 
4 1 10.4 9.9 6 2 10.9 
2 8.5 10.9 3 5.9 
11.0 7 2 10.0 
Line 2 13.9 12.7 
1 3 13.5 3 1 11.6 3 13.2 
2 2 10.1 3 13.0 13.3 
3 11.0 4 2 12.0 8 1 10.7 
14.0 11.0 
15.5 Line 4 12.5 
3 1 12.0 1 1 9.2 3 9.0 
4 1 11.5 10.6 10.2 
3 10.8 10.6 
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As discussed by Harville and Fenech (1985), it is reasonable (from assumptions 
about the underlying genetics) to place an upper bound of y on 7. This example is 
to be used for illustrative purposes, even though the procedures developed in what 
follows do not account for this bound. 
1.2 Frequentist Approach to Inference about w 
If 7 were known, w could be estimated by best (minimum mean squared error) 
linear unbiased prediction (BLUP), that is, by 10(7) = where ^ and s are 
the two parts of a solution to Henderson's mixed-model equations: 
x 'x  x ' z  
Z'x •y- '^I+Z'Z 
^  X 'y  ^  
\ ® Z'y  
(1.4) 
See, for example, Henderson, Kempthorne, Searle, and von Krosigk (1959), Hender­
son (1963) or the recent book by Searle, Casella, and McCulloch (1992, Chapter 7). 
One way to approach the solution of equations (1.4) is to absorb the equations for 
into those for s, which gives the formulas 
1 - 1  s = [',-'^i + z'{i-Px )z\ Z ' ( I -Px)y ,  
/3 = 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
where P^ — X{X^X)~^X'. Note that Z'(I—Pj^)Z is nonnegative definite, and 
thus the inverse in (1.5) exists. 
The mean squared error of 10(7), which depends on and [like w{pi) itself] on 
7, is 771(7) = (^'^'^{1)1 where '^(7) — (A', ^ ')Cr(7)(A', ^ ')' and 0(7) is the inverse of 
the coefficient matrix of the mixed-model equations (1.4). Furthermore, an unbiased 
estimator of would (if 7 were known) be = y\y — X^ — Z8)l{n — p), and 
hence an unbiased estimator of m{^) would be 771(7) = ^^'^(7)- Then, for known 7, 
a 100(1 — a)% prediction interval for w would be 
(^(7) - ^a/2(" - P)\/^(7), w(7) + ~ pWMI))  , (1-7) 
where ^ctj2i''^~P) denotes the upper a/2 point of Student's t  distribution with n — p  
degrees of freedom (e.g., Harville and Carriquiry, 1992). 
When 7 is not known (as is being assumed here), practitioners typically use a 
modified version of BLUP obtained by substituting an estimate, say 7, of 7 in t&(7) 
and in the prediction interval (1.7). This modified version is sometimes referred to as 
"empirical BLUP." With regards to the estimation of 7, one of the most appealing 
methods is REML (restricted or residual maximum likelihood) which, along with 
other methods of estimation, is discussed by Searle, Casella, and McCulloch (1992). 
When 7 is the REML estimator, or more generally an even, translation-invariant 
estimator, then w{'y) is an unbiased predictor of w, provided its expectation exists 
(e.g., Kackar and Harville, 1981). 
Harville and Carriquiry (1992) state that the empirical BLUP approach, in which 
w{'y) and 771(7) are replaced by 10(7) and 771(7), has the following three undesirable 
characteristics — the importance of which varies from application to application: 
1. When 7 eguais zero or is close to zero, the empirical BLUP predictors have an 
unappealing form. When 7 = 0, the empirical BLUP approach to predicting 
w is to act as though it were known with certainty that 7 = 0 or equivalently 
that s = 0. That is, one acts as though the random factor has no effect; this is 
unappealing. The true value of 7 can be larger than 0, but no smaller. Thus, 
when 7 equals 0 or is very close to 0, it is "likely" that the true value of 7 is 
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larger than the estimated value, in which case it does not seem sensible to act 
as though the estimated value of 7 is the true value. 
2. The conventional MSB estimator m(-y) tends to underestimate the true MSB. 
Estimating the MSE with 771(7) does not account for 7 being unknown, that is, 
does not account for the additional uncertainty in the point predictor introduced 
by the estimation of 7. The effect of this additional uncertainty is to increase the 
MSE of prediction. According to Khatri and Shah (1981), Kackar and Harville 
(1984), and Harville (1985), the true MSE is mi = m(j) + Var[û;(7) — 10(7)]. 
Based on the way in which the MSE estimator m(j) was constructed, it might 
seem as though 771(7) would be an approximately unbiased estimator of 771(7) 
and hence that it would tend to underestimate by an amount approximately 
equal to Var['û;(7) —10(7)]. However, the theoretical results of Prasad and Rao 
(1990) and Harville and Jeske (1992) and the numerical results of Hulting and 
Harville (1991) suggest that 
£[771(7)] = 771(7) — Var[7Î;(7) — û'(7)] = mi — 2Var[û;(7) — 10(7)]. 
Thus, 771(7) tend to underestimate mi by approximately twice the amount 
that might have been expected on intuitive grounds. 
3. The empirical BLUP prediction interval is based on an inappropriate distri­
butional assumption. The probability of coverage of the empirical BLUP pre­
diction interval [interval (1.7) with 7 replaced by 7] would be exactly 1 — a if 
[10(7) — w\lyjm[^) had a Student's t distribution with n — p degrees of free­
dom. The actual distribution of [10(7) — w]/^m('y) may have longer tails than 
a Student's t distribution with n — p degrees of freedom, not only because 7^(7) 
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tends to underestimate m j, but also because the degrees of freedom v of the chi-
square  d is t r ibut ion  tha t  bes t  approximates  the  d is t r ibut ion  of  vrh{^)  jE[m{^)]  
may be less than n — p. Consequently, the actual probability of coverage of the 
empirical BLUP prediction interval tends to be less than 1 — a, as evidenced 
by the numerical results of McLean and Sanders (1988). 
Several modifications have been proposed to remedy certain of the undesirable 
characteristics of the empirical BLUP approach. Estimates of mj that are more 
conservative than m(7) have been proposed by Kackar and Harville (1984), Battese, 
Barter, and Fuller (1988), Prasad and Rao (1990), and Barville and Jeske (1992). In 
addition to (or as an alternative to) replacing m(7) by a more conservative estimate 
of mj^, the empirical BLUP prediction interval can be made more conservative by 
replacing ^al2i^~P) with where ù is determined from a Satterthwaite-type 
approximation (e.g., Giesbrecht, 1986; Harville, 1988; Hulting and Harville, 1991). 
An alternative considered by Jeske and Harville (1988) and Hulting and Harville 
(1991) is to use Efron's (1982) parametric bootstrap to obtain a replacement for 
The problems caused by using estimated variances in place of true variances 
have been considered in the context of kriging (e.g., Cressie, 1991, Section 5.3) and 
the Kalman filter (e.g., Watanabe, 1987), as well as in the context of BLUP. More­
over, econometricians have considered such problems under the heading estimated 
generalized least squares (EGLS) (e.g.. Judge et al., 1985). 
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1.3 Bayesian Approach to Inference about w 
Instead of attempting to fix the empirical BLUP methodology by introducing 
modifications, one can attempt to circumvent the problems with this methodology 
by taking a Bayesian approach. In the Bayesian approach, the parameters (3, r, and 
Ti (or, depending on the parameterization, /3, cr^, and 7) are regarded as random 
variables and /3, s, r, , and y (or (3, s, cr^, 7, and y) are assigned a joint distribution 
by (1) taking the conditional distribution of a and y given r, and (or ^3, 
and 7 )  to be the frequentist  distribution of 8 and y [as determined by model ( 1 . 1 ) ]  
and (2) assigning r, and (or /3, cr^, and 7) a distribution, which is known as the 
prior distribution. In what follows, all probability statements are made with regard 
to this joint distribution, unless otherwise indicated. Moreover, p( • ) and p( • | • ) are 
used to represent a generic density and conditional density, and a value of a random 
variable or vector is often represented by the same symbol as the random variable or 
vector itself. Thus, for example, p(s|y) represents the conditional density of 8 given 
y (which is called the posterior density of A) and P(T) represents the marginal density 
of T. 
In Subsection 1.3.1, two alternative ways of implementing the Bayesian approach 
are described. In Subsection 1.3.2, the Bayesian approach is related to two other 
approaches. Subsection 1.3.3 briefly considers other approximations to the Bayesian 
approach. And in Subsection 1.3.4, references are given to some related literature. 
1.3.1 Tvyo alternative approaches 
In this section, two approaches are considered to the derivation of the posterior 
distribution of w. These two approaches, which are to be referred to as Approaches 
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A and B, lead to different representations for the posterior distribution. The second 
approach (Approach B) suggests an approximation to the posterior distribution. 
Approach A Consider the prior distribution whose density is of the general 
form 
Pif^, 0^,7) = p{/3)Gi{'y){a'^)^2i'y) exp . (1.8) 
Here, C?2(7)) and Gg('y) are arbitrary functions of 7 such that ^1(7) > 0, 
^2(7) < { n - p -  4)/2 , and ^3(7) > 0. 
Among the prior densities of the form (1.8) is that obtained by applying Jeffreys' 
rule to the REML likelihood function (to obtain a prior density for and 7) and by 
taking (i to be distributed independently of and 7 with a "density" proportional 
to a constant. This prior density is "noninformative" (e.g., Berger, 1985) and may 
be suitable for a Bayesian who has little prior information or wishes to "let the data 
speak for themselves," or to a statistician who wishes to use a Bayesian approach 
to generate statistical procedures having "good" frequentist properties (e.g.. Stein, 
1981). 
The posterior density of w is expressible as 
p{w\y)  = j  Xw|7 ,  y)p{ 'y \y )d 'y .  (1-9) 
And, when the prior density for (3 is proportional to a constant, it can be shown (e.g., 
Harville, 1990) that p{w\'y, y) and p{'y\y) are expressible (in closed form) in terms of 
quantities [/9, 8, ^ (7)] associated with the solution of the mixed-model equations. In 
general, the 1-dimensional integral (1.9) must be evaluated numerically. Furthermore, 
it can be shown (e.g., Harville and Carriquiry, 1992; Hulting and Harville, 1991) that 
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the posterior mean of w, say wq, is expressible as 
W B =  J  ^ " ( 7 K 7 | y ) « ^ 7 ,  ( 1 . 1 0 )  
which is a weighted (by the posterior density of 7) average of the BLUP w{'y). The 
posterior variance of w, say vq, can also be expressed as a 1-dimensional integral 
(in 7) with an integrand that is expressible (in closed form) in terms of 8, and 
G(7). Thus, wq and vq, like p(iu(y), can be evaluated by 1-dimensional numerical 
integration, with each evaluation of the integrand requiring that the mixed-model 
equations be solved for a different value of 7. In this regard, it can be shown that the 
solution of the mixed-model equations for a large number of 7 values can be facilitated 
by first diagonalizing a certain matrix [using results from Dempster, Selwyn, Patel, 
and Roth (1984) and Harville and Fenech (1985)]. In cases where q is not too large, 
this diagonalization is computationally feasible and consequently the calculations 
required to evaluate lujj and vg are feasible. 
Expression (1.10) provides intuitive appeal for the use of wq as a point predictor. 
Even when 7 = 0 [in which case the empirical BLUP 10(7) "degenerates" to tû(0)], 
the form of w-g is that of a nondegenerate weighted average of the BLUP 
Approach B Approach B was considered by Macedo and Gianola (1987), 
Carriquiry (1989), Gianola, Im, and Macedo (1990), and Carriquiry and Kliemann 
(1992). The prior distribution employed in Approach B (which is of a more restrictive 
form than that employed in Approach A) leads to a "closed form" representation for 
the posterior density of /3 and a. 
In Approach B, it is assumed that, a priori, r and ti are statistically independent 
and have gamma distributions, and that (3 has a "flat" prior distribution, independent 
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of T and RJ. Thus, /3, R, and are assumed to have a joint prior "density" of the 
form 
where 
p(/3) <x 1, (1.12) 
P(T) OC exp(—5T), for r > 0, (1.13) 
and p{ti) OC exp(—for > 0, (1.14) 
and where a > 0, > 0 , 0 > 0, and > 0 are known scalars. 
Rajagopalan (1980), Rajagopalan and Broemeling (1983) and Broemeling (1985) 
also used the prior density (1.11)-(1.14) in their analysis of the mixed model. How­
ever, their emphasis was on inference about the variance components rather than 
inference about a linear combination of fixed and random effects. 
It is easy to show that the prior density (1.11)-(1.14) is (when reparameterized) 
a special case of the prior density (1.8), namely, the special case where 
7"l+^r(a)r(a i ) '  
Ggh) = -(°i + ° +1), 
63(7) = 2(9 + 91/7). 
Thus, the class of prior densities that are expressible in the form (1.11)-(1.14) is a 
proper subset of the class of prior densities that are expressible in the form (1.8). 
Unfortunately, the prior density obtained by applying Jeffreys' rule to the REML 
likelihood [and taking p(/3) oc 1] is not among those expressible in the form (1.11)-
(1.14). 
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When the prior density is of the form (Lll)-(1.14), the posterior densities 
p((3\8,y) and p(s|y), and therefore p(/3,s|t/), are expressible in "closed form" (e.g., 
Broemeling, 1985, Macedo and Gianola, 1987). Conditional on s, the posterior dis­
tribution of is a multivariate-^ distribution. And, the posterior distribution of 8 
is a poly-i distribution. Inference for /3 and s, and therefore w, is based on these 
distributions. 
The numerical evaluation of the posterior mean and variance of w and of other 
characteristics of the posterior distribution of w can be rather computationally in­
tensive. An alternative, to be considered here, is to approximate the joint posterior 
distribution of (3 and s by a multivariate normal distribution and to use this approx­
imat ion as  a  bas is  for  inferences  about  w — if  the  jo int  poster ior  d is t r ibut ion of  13 
and 8 were multivariate normal, the posterior distribution of w would be univariate 
normal with a mean and variance that could easily be determined from the mean 
vector and the variance-covariance matrix of /3 and 8. 
Two (multivariate normal) approximations to the joint posterior distribution of 
/3 and 8 are considered. The first approximation is centered at (/3% s')', where s is 
the value of s that maximizes p(s|t/) and /3 is the mode of p(/31s = s, y) — Macedo 
and Gianola (1987) considered the use of P and 8 as point estimates of (3 and 8. 
The second approximation is centered at the maximum of p(/3,s|y) — the maxima 
of p{l3,8\y) have been considered by Carriquiry (1989), Gianola, Im, and Macedo 
(1990), and Carriquiry and Kliemann (1992). Depending on which approximation is 
chosen, the use of the approximation in making inferences about w is referred to as 
Approach B-1 or Approach B-2, respectively. 
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1.3.2 Related approaches 
Hierarchical Bayes approach The hierarchical Bayes approach places 
(prior) distributions on the parameters of the prior distribution. In this context, 
these parameters are sometimes called hyperparameters, and their prior distributions 
are sometimes called hyperprior distributions. 
The Bayesian analysis of model (1.1) using prior density (1.11)-(1.14) may be 
viewed as hierarchical Bayes. This is, in fact, the view taken by Broemeling (1985), 
Macedo and Gianola (1987) and Gianola, Im, and Macedo (1990), among others. 
Specifically, in the first stage of the hierarchical Bayes approach, it is assumed that 
has a "flat" distribution, that r has a gamma distribution with parameters a and 
6, and that /3, s, and r are statistically independent — in the hierarchical Bayes 
approach, the distribution of 8 (given T^), which is I), may be regarded 
as part of the prior distribution rather than part of the model. In the second stage, 
it is assumed that has a gamma distribution with parameters and 6-^. That is, 
p{I3,s,t\ti) oc exp exp{—(1.15) 
p(r]^) oc exp{-0]^rj^}. (1.16) 
In the case of prior density (1.8), Hulting and Harville (1991) give a three stage 
hierarchical Bayes interpretation to the Bayesian analysis of model (1.1). In the first 
stage, (3 (and 8, if s were initially regarded as fixed) are assigned a joint distribu­
tion conditional on the values of cr^ and 7. In the second stage, is assigned a 
distribution conditional on the value of 7; and in the third stage, 7 is assigned a 
distribution. 
The textbook by Berger (1985) has an extensive discussion of hierarchical Bayes-
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ian methods. 
Empirical Bayes approach A (parametric) empirical Bayesian might a priori 
assign (3 (and 8, if s were initially regarded as fixed) a joint distribution conditional on 
the values of cr^ and 7 (as in a hierarchical Bayes approach) but might then estimate 
and might (for purposes of making inferences about w) use those procedures that 
would be appropriate if the value of 7 were known and were equal to an estimated 
value. This is essentially equivalent to the frequentist approach outlined in Section 
1.2; see, for example, Harville (1988). The textbook by Berger (1985) has a good 
general discussion of empirical Bayes methods. 
1.3.3 Other approximations to the Bayesian approach 
Recently, several new techniques have been introduced for evaluating marginal 
posterior densities in cases where closed form expressions for these densities are not 
available but it is possible to generate random samples from various conditional pos­
terior distributions (e.g., Gelfand and Smith, 1990; Casella and George, 1992; and 
Ritter and Tanner, 1992). Among the advantages claimed for this approach are con­
ceptual simplicity and ease of implementation. The drawback is the computational 
burden of repeatedly drawing very large numbers of random samples. 
Conceptually, computation of "any" feature of the posterior distribution of w 
is simple via Gibbs sampling. In fact, Gelfand and Smith (1990, Section 3.4) dis­
cuss models with prior structure (1.11)-(1.14), and Gelfand, Hills, Racine-Poon, and 
Smith (1990, Section 4) showed how Gibbs sampling can be used in making infer­
ence about the variance components of a one-way random model. The comments of 
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Gelfand and Smith (1990, Section 2.4) and Gelfand, Hills, Racine-Poon, and Smith 
(1990, Section 2) indicate that their results could also be applied to inference about 
w. 
Alternatively, approximations to various quantities of interest, for example, the 
posterior mean of w or the posterior mean of a, can be obtained by applying the 
approach of Tierney and Kadane (1986) and Tierney, Kass, and Kadane (1989), in 
which various integrals or ratios of integrals are approximated by Laplace's method 
or Lindley's method. 
1.3.4 Some related literature 
When the prior distribution is of the form (1.11)-(1.14), the posterior distribu­
tion of s is a poly-t distribution. The poly-i distribution also arises as the posterior 
distribution of the coefficients in a regression model, and is discussed in this context 
in the econometrics literature. See, for example. Dickey (1974), Drèze (1977), Judge, 
et al. (1985), Leamer (1978), and Zellner (1971). Box and Tiao (1973) also discuss 
the poly-i distribution. 
1.4 More than One Set of Random Effects 
Model (1.1) can be generalized to include more than one set of random effects. 
Let y represent an n x 1 observable random vector that follows the mixed-effects 
linear model 
y  = X f S  + + • • • + ZqSc + e, (1-17) 
where/3 is a p x 1 vector of unknown parameters, Sj is a x 1 vector of unobservable 
random effects with Sj ~ jV(0, erf I) (i = 1,..., c), e is an n x 1 vector of unobserv-
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able random errors with e ~ iV(0,a^J), and X ,  Z i , . . . , Z c  are known matrices. 
Here, e and s]^,...,sc are statistically independent, and the variance components 
< T ^  a n d  o r | , . . . ,  a r e  u n k n o w n  p o s i t i v e  p a r a m e t e r s .  A s s u m e  t h a t  r a n k { X ,  Z i )  —  
rank{X) > 0, that rank{X,Zi,...,Zj^) - rank{X,Zi,...,Z^_l) > 0 (for i = 
2,... ,c), that n — rank{X, Zi,..Zc) > 0, and (without loss of generality) that 
r a n k ( X )  =  p .  
Denote the ratios of the random-effect variances to the error variance by 
71, •••,7c- That is, for z = l,...,c, take 7j = cr|/o-^. Let 7 = (71, • • • ,7c)'-
Note that, when c = 1, this model reduces to model (1.1). 
The results described in Section 1.3 on Bayesian inference about w can be ex­
tended to model (1.17). In the case of Approach A, expressions (1.9) and (1.10), which 
give the posterior density and posterior mean of w in the form of 1-dimensional inte­
grals (in 7), are replaced by c-dimensional integrals (in 7). For even moderately large 
values of c, the numerical evaluation of these integrals would be a very formidable 
task. Moreover, the diagonalization procedure employed by Hulting and Harville 
(1991) in the case of a single set of random effects (c = 1) is less advantageous when 
there is more than one set (c > 1) (e.g., Dempster et al., 1984, p. 208). Thus, from a 
computational standpoint, the representations obtained via Approach A may not be 
useful for models involving more than one set of random effects. 
1.5 Preview of Subsequent Chapters 
This dissertation presents a detailed study of the Bayesian analysis using the 
approximation suggested by Approach B. 
Initially, in Chapters 2 through 4, attention is restricted to the model with a 
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single set of random effects, that is, model (1.1). Chapter 2 covers the relevant 
posterior distributions and describes the Bayesian analysis via Approaches B-1 and 
B-2. A detailed analysis of the maxima of p(s|y) is given. It is shown, in particular, 
that maximization of p(fl|y) can be reduced from a g-dimensional problem to a 1-
dimensional problem. The possible multimodality of p(s|i/) is discussed. 
Chapter 3 provides details on numerical procedures for carrying out the 1-
dimensional maximization of p(s|y). The solution of this 1-dimensional problem 
requires the repeated solution of a g-dimensional linear system, but the number of 
times this system must be solved will in most cases be far fewer than the number 
of times the mixed-model equations must be solved in carrying out the numerical 
integration required for an exact Bayesian analysis (via Approach A). 
Chapter 4 gives some results obtained by applying Approaches B-1 and B-2 to 
the three examples described in Chapter 1. These results axe compared with those 
obtained by an exact Bayesian analysis. 
Chapter 5 extends some of the results of Chapter 2 to models with more than 
one set of random effects. It is shown that, for the model with c random effects, 
the numerical maximization of p(s(y) can be reduced to a c-dimensional problem. 
Thus the computational burden associated with finding the posterior mode of s may 
be much less than that required to find the posterior mean oi w — as discussed 
in Section 1.4, c-dimensional numerical integration is required to find the posterior 
mean of w. 
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CHAPTER 2. ANALYSIS OF THE POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS 
2.1 Some Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1 ^4 k-dimensional random vector x has a multivariate-^ distribution 
with 1/ degrees of freedom, location vector fi, and precision matrix T if it has an 
absolutely continuous distribution whose probability density function is specified at 
Here, n is any n x 1 vector, T is any k x k positive definite matrix, and v is any 
positive number (e.g., DeGroot, 1970, pp. 59-61). 
It can be shown (e.g., RaifFa and Schlaifer, 1961, pp. 256-258) that if x has a 
multivariate-^ distribution with v degrees of freedom, location vector fjb, and precision 
m a t r i x  T ,  t h a t  ( f o r  i /  >  1 )  E ( x )  =  f i  a n d  t h a t  ( f o r  f  >  2 )  V a r { x )  =  [ i / / ( z /  —  2 ) ] T ~ ^ .  
Definition 2.2 A k-dimensional random vector x has a poly-t distribution (some­
times called a multiple-t distribution) if it has an absolutely continuous distribution 
any x E by 
where the normalizing constant c is 
rK" + fc)/2|^det(T) 
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whose probability density function is •proportional to the product of two or more of 
multivariate-t kernels, or more generally if the density is of the form 
77% • /O 
/(®) oc n [l + (® - , 
i=l 
where i = 1,.. .,m are any t x 1 vectors, > 0 for z = 1,..., m, > k, 
is a k X k nonnegative definite matrix for i  = 1,.. .  ,m, and is positive 
definite (e.g., Drèze, 1977). 
The poly-t distribution is very difficult to work with; its moments and normal­
izing constant are not available in closed form. 
In what follows, let Se represent the error sum of squares for model (1.1), that 
is, let Se = min^ g [(y -X(3~ Z8)'{y - - Zs)]; let Px = X{X'X)''^X'-, 
let ^ = {X'X)~^X\y — Zs)] and let 8 represent any ç x 1 vector such that 
Z\l—Px)Z8 = Z'{I—Px)y. And, assume that 5e > 0 (which is an event with 
probability 1). 
Identity 2.1 
Se = y\ l -Px)y -  s 'z' {I-Px)Z8.  
Proof. See, for example, Searle (1971, Section 10.9). 
Identity 2.2 
{y  -  Z8)\ l -Px){y  -  Z8) = Se + (8-  s) 'Z\ l -Px)Z{8 -  s)  
Proof. See Appendix A. 
Identity 2.3 
{ y - X ( 3 -  Z s ) ' { y  - X/3 - Zs)  
=  S e +  { 3 -  s ) ' z ' { I ~ P x ) Z { 8  - s) + (/3 - ^ ) 'x'xi(3 - P) 
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Proof. See Appendix A. 
2.2 Derivation of Posterior Densities 
This section outlines the derivation of various posterior densities via Approach B. 
The prior density is taken to be that specified in (1.11)-(1.14). 
It is convenient to proceed hierarchically by first conditioning on 3, which is es­
sentially equivalent to the hierarchical Bayes approach that was taken by Broemeling 
(1985) and Macedo and Gianola (1987) and that was outlined in Section 1.3.2. When 
regarded as a function of (3, s, and r, the density of the conditional distribution of 
y given s is 
where ki = This function can be regarded as the likelihood function, 
conditional on a. 
Using Identity 2.3, L(I3 ,8 ,T)  can be rewritten as 
Following Broemeling (1985) and Macedo and Gianola (1987), let us now 
consider the relevant posterior distributions. Combining L((3,S,T) [which equals 
p{y\^,8,T,Ti) and is expressible as in (2.1) or (2.2)] with p(/3,a,rjr]^) and p{ti) 
[given by (1.15)-(1.16)] to obtain p{y,/3, 8, T, rj), we find that 
L(l3,a,T)  =  exp{-:(y - X/3 - Za)'{y - JC/3 - Z.)j . (2.1) 
(2.2) 
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q+2a-\  .  ,  .  
X Tj 2 exp|-y (2^1 + (2.3) 
n+2a i c -
=  k2T^r^ e x p l - - [2e  + Se  +  {8 - 8 )'z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8 - 8 )  
+ (/3-/3)'x'X(/3-;9)]} 
g+2^ _ i  ,  .  
X n 2 expj-^ (2^1+s's)|, (2.4) 
where is a scalar that depends on y but not on 13,  s, T, or T^. 
Recall that, for positive a  and b ,  e x p ( — b x ) d x  =  T ( a ) / b ° '  (e.g., Box and 
Tiao, 1973, p. 144). Using this identity to integrate expression (2.3) or (2.4) with 
respect to r and , we find that the posterior density of (3 and s is 
p(/3, s|y) oc [20 +  S e  +  i s ~  a ) ' Z ' { I - P x )Z{a -  s)  
+  ( / 3  -  P ) ' X ' X { I 3  -  ^) \  - ( " + 2 a ) / 2  
X (2.5) 
( X  [ 2 9  + (y-Xp- Zs)'{y  -  X0 -  Ze)]  -("+2<»)/2 
X [2«I+»'»]~''+^"l)''^ (2.6) 
It follows that the posterior density of /3 given s is 
(13 - ^) ' X ' X { I 3  -  p )  -(n+2a)/2 
p{(3\ 8 , y )  oc 1 + (2.7) 
2« + 5e + (» - â )'z' ( I - P x )Z{s  -  5). 
which is the density of a multivariate-^ distribution with degrees of freedom n ~ p + 2 a ,  
location vectorand precision matrix c~^X'X, where 
^  2 6  + S e +  { 8 -  8 y Z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  8 )  
n — p + 2a 
As discussed by Macedo and Gianola (1987) (and as is evident from Identity 2.2), c 
can be regarded as a weighted average of the reciprocal of the prior mean of r and the 
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estimate of — 1/T obtained from a least squares fit of the model y — Zs = X(3-\-e 
(with 8 being regarded as fixed). 
Further, upon integrating (3 out of p{/3, s|y) (refer to Appendix A), we find that 
the marginal posterior density of the vector s of random effects is 
p ( a \ y )  oc [ 2 6  +  %  +  ( a  -  a ) ' Z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  s)] -("-P+2a)/2 
X [2^1 + (2.8) 
a  [ 2 6  +  ( y  -  Z 8 ) ' { I - P x ) { y  -  Z s ) ]  - ( ^ - P + 2 a ) / 2  
X [2g i+ya | - (9+2« l ) /2  (2 .9 )  
As is evident from expression (2.8), the posterior distribution of a is a poly-i distri­
bution. 
Preliminary to considering the computation of the modes of p(/3, s|y) and p(s|y), 
it is convenient to present some basic definitions related to the maximization of a 
function. 
2.3 Definitions Relating to Maxima 
Let us consider maximizing a function / : > 3Î of an n x 1 vector x. This 
section gives definitions related to maximization. Definitions related to minimization 
can be obtained by analogy. The presentation is based on that of Magnus and 
Neudecker (1988, Chapter 7). 
Let c be a point in and let e be a positive number. The set consisting of 
every point x in whose distance from c is less than e is called an n-ball of radius 
e and center c, and is denoted by B{c, e) or simply by B{c). Thus, 
B { c )  =  I ®  :  JB €  S f t " ,  (œ —  c ) ' { x  — c) < e^j . (2.10) 
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An n-ball is sometimes called a neighborhood of c. In what follows, the two words 
are used interchangeably. 
2.3.1 Unconstrained maxima 
We say that / has a local maximum at c G 3Î" if there exists an n-ball B(c) such 
that 
/(®) < /(c) for all X  e B{ c ) .  
We say that / has a strict local maximum at c G if there exists an n-ball 5(c) 
such that 
f{ x )  < f{ c )  for all X  G 5(c), x  ^  c .  
We say that / has an absolute maximum at c G if 
/(®) < /(c) for all a; G 
We say that / has a strict absolute maximum at c G 3%^ if 
f{ x )  <  /(c) for all X  G 9Î"', œ / c. 
A point c at which / is differentiable is said to be a stationary point of / if at 
a; = c, we have 
If / attains a local maximum (or minimum) at c and / is differentiable at c, then c 
is a stationary point of / (Magnus and Neudecker, 1988, Chapter 7, Theorem 2). A 
stationary point is called a saddle point if it is neither a local minimum nor a local 
maximum. 
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2.3.2 Constrained maxima 
Let us now consider maximizing /, not for all x 6 3%^, but for those x that 
belong to a subset F of For example, F might comprise all values of x that 
satisfy a constraint g{x) = 0, where g ; —+ 3%^. The set F is known as the 
constraint set or opportunity set. 
We say that / has a local maximum at c G F under the constraint a; G F if there 
exists an n-ball B{c) such that 
/(®) < /(c) for all œ G F n B{c) .  
We say that / has a strict local maximum at c G F under the constraint œ G F if 
there exists an n-ball B(c) such that 
/(œ) < /(c) for all œ G F n -B(c), x ^ c. 
We say that / has an absolute maximum at c G F under the constraint a; G F if 
/(®) < /(c) for all z G F. 
We say that / has a strict absolute maximum at c G F under the constraint œ G F if 
f{ x )  <  /(c) for all X eT , X ^  c .  
2.4 Approach B-1 versus Approach B-2 
To find a mode of p(/3,s|y), let us proceed by the method of stagewise 
maximization (see, e.g.. Bard, 1974, p. 64), and regard max^ ^ p(/3, s|y) as 
m a x g  | m a x ^  p ( / 9 ,  s | y ) | .  T h u s ,  w e  p r o c e e d  a s  f o l l o w s :  F o r  a n y  v a l u e  o f  s ,  p ( ( 3 , 8 \ y )  
is maximized with respect to /3; the maximizing value is a function of s, say /3*(s). 
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Substitution of /3*(s) for /3 in p(/3,s|y) reduces jp(/3,s|y) to a function of s alone. 
Next, a maximizing value, say s*, of this function is found. Then, (/3*(s*), a*) is a 
value of (/3, s) at which p(l3, s|y) attains a maximum. 
To find max^ p{(3,a\y) note [in light of expression (2.6)] that maximizing 
p{(3,8\y) with respect to/3 is equivalent to minimizing (y — X/3 — Zs)'(T/—X/3 — Zs) 
with respect to /3. It is well known (e.g., Seber, 1977, Section 3.1) that (y — X(3 — 
Z8)\y — Xl3 — Za) has a strict absolute minimum that is attained uniquely at 
/3 = (X'X)~^X'(y — Za). Now, substituting /3 = {X'X)~^X\y — Za) into 
(y — X/3 — Za)\y — X(3 — Za), we obtain 
( y - X ^ -  Z a ) \ y  -  X f i  -  Z a )  
= [y - X { X ' X ) - ' ^ X ' { y  -  Z a )  - Zs]' [y - X { X ' X ) - ' ^ X ' { y  -  Z a )  -  Z a \  
=  { y - Z a ) ' { I - P x ) ' { I - P x ) { y - Z a )  
= (y - Z a ) ' { I - P x ) { y  -  Z a ) .  
Thus, 
niaxp(/3, s|y) oc [20 + (y - Z 8 ) ' { I - P x ) { y  -  Z a ) \  ("+2")/2 
2 ^ 1 ( 2 . 1 1 )  
Expression (2.11) differs from p(s|y) [refer to expression (2.9)] only with regards to 
the exponent —(n + 2Q!)/2. In p(s|y), the corresponding exponent is —(n —p + 2a)/2. 
Thus, in general, the maximum of max^p(/3, s|y) is not attained at the same value 
of a as the maximum of p(s|y). However, because max^ p(/3, s|y) is of the same 
general form as p(s|y), its maximization (with respect to a) can be approached in 
the same way as the maximization of p(s|y). 
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Intuitively, it would seem that a better approximation to p { w \ y )  would be ob­
tained by centering the s-part of the approximation of p(/3,s|y) at the maximum 
of p(s|y) (as in Approach B-1) rather than at the maximum of max^p(/3,g|y) — 
the exponent — (n — p + 2oi)/2 incorporates an adjustment for "the degrees of free­
d o m  l o s t  i n  e s t i m a t i n g  t h e  f i x e d  e f f e c t s "  t h a t  i s  l a c k i n g  i n  t h e  e x p o n e n t  — ( n  +  2 a ) / 2 .  
Typically, marginal modes provide better approximations to posterior means than do 
joint modes (e.g., O'Hagan, 1976). Thus, the mode of p{8\y) may provide a better 
approximation to E(s|j/) than the s-part of the posterior mode of p(/3, s|y). 
2.5 Stationary Points of p(s|y) 
Let us now consider the stationary points of the density p(s|j/). [Note — in 
light of the discussion of Section 2.4 — that results on the stationary points of p(s|y) 
c a n  b e  r e a d i l y  t r a n s l a t e d  i n t o  r e s u l t s  o n  t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  p o i n t s  o f  m a x . ^  p { ( 3 ,  8 \ y ) . ]  
It follows from the discussion of Section 2.3 that any mode of p(s|y) must be a 
stationary point of p(s|y). 
By definition, the stationary points of p(s|y) are the solutions to the equations 
obtained by setting the derivative of logp(s|y) (with respect to a) equal to 0. It 
follows from expression (2.8) that 
logp(s|y) = constant - -—log 2 9  +  S e  +  { s  -  s ) ' Z ' { I - P j ^ ) Z ( 8  -  s)] 
-  ^ ^ 2^^  log [2^1 + «'«] , (2.12) 
and thus, using results on the differentiation of quadratic forms (e.g., Searle, et al., 
1992, p. 454), that 
d 
08 
\ o g p { 8 \ y )  =  - r Z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  a )  -  f ^ s ,  (2 .13 )  
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where 
2 e  +  S e  +  { s -  8 ) ' z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  s )  ^  
Note that f and depend on 8, although that dependence is suppressed in the 
notation. Clearly, logp(s|y) has a stationary point at s = s (i.e., s = s is a solution 
to dlogp{8\y)/d8 = 0) if and only if 
t , =  [ p { i ) I + Z ' { I - P x ) Z ] ~ ^ Z ' { I - P x ) y ,  (2.16) 
where 
V \ h  + +  S e  + { s  -  a ) ' Z ' { I - P X ) Z { 8  -  S ) ^  
P(a) = x = —T— n > 0. (2.17) 
(n - p + 2a) [2#i + s'sj 
Note the resemblance of expression (2.16) to 
i = [ p i + z ' i i - P x ) z ] ~ ^  Z \ l - P x ) v ,  
which is the s-part of the solution to the mixed-model equations (1.4) [see expression 
(1.5)]. 
2.6 Diagonalized Form of p(s|y) 
In general, there is no guarantee that logp(s|2/) will have only one stationary 
point, or equivalently that there will be only one s that satisifies equation (2.16). As a 
preliminary to considering the computation of the stationary points of log p(s|y ) (and 
the number of such points), it is convenient to introduce an alternative representation 
for p(g|i/) that is to be referred to as the diagonalized form. 
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Let C = Z\l—P^)Z. The matrix C is symmetric and has the spectral de­
composition C = PDP^, where D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 
Aj > A2 > ... > Aç > 0 (which are the eigenvalues of C) and where P is a matrix 
whose columns are corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors of C. Typically, C will 
not be of full rank. In fact, rank{C) = rank{X, Z) — rank{X) = a (e.g., Marsaglia 
and  S tyan ,  1974 ,  p .  441 ) ,  so  t ha t  Ag^ i  =  . . .  =  Aç  =  0  wh i l e  A j  >  0  fo r  i  =  1 , . . . ,  a .  
Let t  = = P^8 and t  = ( f ^ , . . . ,  =  P's .  Then, because the 
Jacobian of the transformation from s to É equals 1, the posterior density of t  is 
p{ t \y )  oc 2 d  +  S e +  ^  Aj( i j  -  t ^ y  
i = l  
n—p+2a 
2 
29i + 
2=1 
q+2a-\ 
(2.18) 
As discussed by Harville and Fenech (1985), 8^Z'{I—Pj^)Z8 = XI Ajfj^ and hence 
S e = y ' ( l - P x ) v - - Z A i f i ^ .  
The following result allows us to relate the maxima of p{ t \y )  to those of p(a|t/). 
Result 2.1 Let / : % represent a real-valued function of aq x 1 vector x. Let 
g ; —> 3Î represent a real-valued function of x defined as g{x) = f{Px). Then g 
has a (strict) local maximum at x if and only if f has a (strict) local maximum at 
Px. Furthermore, x is an absolute maximum of g if and only if Px is an absolute 
maximum of f. 
Proof. Let x represent an arbitrary g x 1 vector. Then, for any e > 0, a; 6 B{x, e) if 
and only if Px G B[Px, e), as is evident upon observing that 
{ P x - P x ) ' { P x - P x )  =  { x - x ) 'p 'p{ x - x )  
=  { x  —  x ) \ x  —  x ) .  
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Thus, 
® is a local majcimum of g 
<=> t h e r e  e x i s t s  B { x )  s u c h  t h a t  g [ x )  >  g ( x )  
for all X  E B ( x )  
<=> there exists B { P x )  such that f { P x )  >  f { P x )  for all F x  E B { P x )  
<=> Px is a local maximum of /. 
That g has a strict local maximum at x if and only if / has a strict local maximum 
at Px can be established by an analogous argument. And, the further conclusion 
that x is an absolute maximum of g if and only if Px is an absolute maximum of / 
follows from the very definition of g. QED. 
Result 2.1 implies in particular that p { t \ y )  attains a (strict) local maximum at 
t = tii and only if p(sly) attains a (strict) local maximum at s = Pt. 
In the special case where Aj = ... = Aa, p(^|y) is of a relatively simple form. 
This special case is sometimes encountered in comparative experiments when treat­
ments are applied to experimental units that are arranged in blocks and when the 
model is taken to be a two-way additive mixed model (with fixed treatment effects 
and random block effects). This special case would be encountered if, for example, 
the design were a symmetrical balanced incomplete block design (e.g., Raghavarao, 
1971, Theorem 5.2.1) or, more generally, a linked block design (e.g., Raghavarao, 
1971, Section 10.5). 
Let £)j=diag{A]^,..., Aa}. For future reference, note that (conditional on r 
and Ti) ti,... ,ta are statistically independent of Se and have a multivariate normal 
distribution with null mean vector and variance-covariance matrix 
1 +  p - h )  = diag{TF 1 + (TAI) - I  RF '  + ( r A a r H ,  
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as is evident from the results of Harville and Fenech (1985). 
2.7 Analysis of a Generic Form of p{t \y )  
Consider the real-valued function g{-) with domain given by 
9 { ^ )  = 
1-6  
1 +  £  -  ViY 
i = l  i=l  
—c 
(2.19) 
where g is a positive integer, where 6 > 0 and c > 0, where z  = ( z i , .  
represents a g x 1 vector of variables, where = • • • = = 0 for some 
positive integer a (a < q) ,  where > ^2 > ... > da are strictly positive scalars, and 
where rji,... ,7]q are arbitrary scalars. The posterior density p{t\y) is (aside from a 
multiplicative constant) expressible in the form (2.19), as is evident from Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1; Posterior Density p{t \y )  as 
a  Specia l  Case  of  g(z)  
9{z)  p(*|y) 
b (n  — p  +  2a. ) /2  
c  {q  +  2ai ) l2  
9  q  
(26iAj/(2g + ^ e) 
Vi  (:/#l 
It is convenient (from a notational standpoint) to first obtain results on the 
maximization of g and to then reexpress these results in terms of the posterior density 
of  t .  
Two approaches to the maximization of g are considered — one in Subsection 
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2.7.1 and the other in Subsection 2.7.2. Various relationships between the two ap­
proaches are considered in Subsection 2.7.3. 
2.7.1 Approach 1: Unconstrained approach 
Let us consider the maximization of g { z )  or equivalently of l o g g { z ) .  Note that 
logg(z) = -blog[l + Y.di{zi-r}{f]-clog[l + Y,zK 
so that 
where 
and 
^ log5(z) = -2Tdi{zi - 77^) - 2tiz^ for i = 1,..., 9, (2.20) 
r = n > 0, (2.21) 
Also, define 
a = ÎMMrzïïS > 0. (2.23) 
Note that r, and p depend on z, although this dependence is suppressed in the 
n o t a t i o n .  W r i t e  p { z )  f o r  t h e  v a l u e  o f  p  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a n  a r b i t r a r y  v a l u e  o f  z .  
Let JET represent the Hessian matrix of logg(z); that is, the matrix with (i, j)th 
element log g/dz^dzj. Well-known results (e.g., Magnus and Neudecker, 1988, 
Section 7.6) allow us to classify a stationary point, say z*,by using the value JEf(z*) 
of Jf at z = z*, provided that H(z*) is nonsingular. If H{z*) is positive definite, z* 
is a strict local minimum. If H{z*) is negative definite, z* is a strict local maximum. 
If H[z*) is neither positive definite nor negative definite, but is nonsingular, z* is a 
saddle point. 
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It can be shown (see Appendix A) that at a stationary point z*, 
H { z * )  = 2r |-diag(di + />) + ^ (2.24) 
where 'W=('UJ^,. . .  , vg )  w i th  UJ = (and T, T^, and p are evaluated at z = z*). 
The following result can be used to show that no stationary point of logg!(z) is a 
local minimum. 
Result 2.2 If A is a negative definite matrix [i.e., x^Ax < 0 for all non-null x] and 
B is a positive semidefinite matrix [i.e., x^Bx > 0, with equality occurring for some 
non-null x], then A-\- B can be negative definite, negative semidefinite, or indefinite, 
but not nonnegative definite. 
Proof. Consider the quadratic form g(a;) = x\A + B)x. To see that q  cannot be 
nonnegative definite, choose x so that x 0 and x'Bx = 0, in which case q < 0. 
Furthermore, it is easy to construct examples where q{x) is negative definite, where 
q(x) is negative semidefinite, and where q{x) is indefinite. QED. 
This result tells us that (2.24) can be either nonpositive definite or indefinite, 
but never nonnegative definite. Thus, if H{z*) is nonsingular at a stationary point 
z* of logg(z), then z* is either a local maximum or a saddle point. [The case where 
H(z*) is singular will be discussed later.] 
Let us now consider the problem of determining the stationary points. Define 
System A to be the stationary equations of logg[(z), that is, the system of equations 
(inzi,..., zq) obtained by setting -^\ogg{z) = 0 for i = 1,..., g. Therefore, System 
A comprises the following equations: 
[di + p{z)]zi = d^-qi for i = 1,..., g. (2.25) 
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Also, define the following system of equations (in z and p) to be System B: 
(4 + p )h  = 4%, for i = 1,..., g, 
Tp 1 + = 1 + 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
where r = b / c .  
Subsequently, let us restrict attention to the special case where at least one of 
the a scalars rji,... ,rja is nonzero. [If = ... = 7/a = 0, which in the special case of 
p{t\y) occurs with probability zero, then the unique solution to System A is z = 0 
a n d  t h i s  i s  t h e  u n i q u e  s t r i c t  a b s o l u t e  m a x i m u m  o f  g { z ) . ]  
Consider the following result. 
Result 2.3 System A is equivalent to System B in the following sense: If is a 
solution to System A, then and ^ ^  ^ are a solution to 
System B. If z^ and p'^ are a solution to System B, then is a solution to System 
A and p{z°) = p°. 
Proof. First, it is clear that System A is equivalent to 
and that System B is equivalent to 
H = diVi fori = l,. , 9 ,  (2.28) 
(4 + p)h = 4%, for i = 1,..., g. (2.29) 
(2.30) 
Now, if is a solution to System A [and therefore to equation (2.28)], then clearly 
and p^ = Pi^^) are a solution to the system (2.29)-(2.30). Furthermore, if 
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and pP are a solution to System B [and therefore to the system (2.29)-(2.30)], then 
clearly z° is a solution to System A and p{z°) = p®. QED. 
Result 2.3 tells us that instead of directly solving System A to determine the 
stationary points of log^(z), equation (2.27) can be solved for p and this solution 
can then be substituted into equations (2.26) to obtain the corresponding solution 
for z. Note that it is inherent in equation (2.27) that any solution for p must be 
positive. The problem of solving equation (2.27) will be discussed in greater detail 
in Subsection 2.7.4. 
2.7.2 Approach 2: Constrained approach 
Constrained maximization can be used to reduce the dimension of our maximiza­
tion problem (i.e., the maocimization of g or equivalently the maximization of log 5). 
Consider maximizing g subject to the constraint z'z = E?, that is, on a hypersphere 
of radius i2 > 0 centered at the origin. The maximum of g subject to this constraint 
can be found by analytical means, as will now be shown. 
For fixed z/z, (1 + is constant, so that to maximize g it suffices to 
maximize [1 + 2] (/%(z^ — 7/j)^]~^ or equivalently to minimize Z) <ij(2j For this 
purpose, define the Lagrangian function 
L ( z )  =  E  d i i z i  -  7 7 j ) 2  +  2 ?  -  B ? ) ,  (2.31) 
where /i is the Lagrange multiplier. The partial derivatives of L are 
— = 2rfj(z^ - r]i) + 2p.zi, for i = 1,..., g. 
Using this expression, we obtain the system of Lagrangian equations 
(4 + = d^rii for i = 1,..., g, (2.32) 
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E^ l  =  R^-  (2 .33 )  
Note that, if /i is replaced by p, equations (2.32) are the same as equations (2.26). 
In what follows, a number of results on Lagrange multipliers are used. Some of 
these results require the assumption that the 1 x n vector of partial derivatives of 
I] with respect to zi,... ,zq, respectively, have rank 1 when evaluated at a solution 
to equations (2.32) and (2.33) and be continuous at said solution (e.g., Magnus and 
Neudecker, 1988, Chapter 7, Theorems 10 and 11). This vector is 2z\ and for any 
> 0 the solution of equations (2.32) and (2.33) is such that z^-^ 0 for at least one 
i, in which case the rank assumption is met. Moreover, the continuity assumption is 
clearly satisfied. 
For /i > 0, equations (2.32) and (2.33) define a one-to-one relationship between 
and fi given by 
= (2.34) 
As fi increases from 0 to oo, decreases monotonically from 77? to 0. It is 
clear that is a continuously differentiable function of /x. By a standard theorem 
on monotone functions (e.g., Theorem 3.4b of Fulks, 1978) ^ is a continuous function 
of R^, for R^ G (0,12^1 ^ 2 )' each R^ G (0,X)"—1^|)) define z{R^) to be the 
value of z whose zth element is zj^B?) = {djr}^)l{d^ + //), where here n is to be 
interpreted as the unique fi G (0,00) associated with Because /i is a continuous 
function of F?, zi^P?) is a continuous function of I^. 
In what follows, some results are presented on the function g defined [for G 
(0,E?=I'7|)] by 
g ( R ^ )  = max g { z ) .  (2.35) 
z'z=R^ 
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These results are similar to results obtained by Draper (1963) in the context of 
response surface methodology. 
Lemma 2.1 The Hessian of L is positive definite for fj. > 0. 
Proof. The Hessian of L is easily seen to be 2diag(rf]^ + fi,... ,dq + fj,). This matrix 
is  c lear ly  pos i t ive  def in i te  for  FI> 0 .  QED.  
Resuit 2.4 The constrained (by z^z = R^) absolute maximum of g is strict [for 
e Moreover, 
S{R^) = (1 +1:4^(^2) - [1 + (2.36) 
and 
logg{B?) = -61og[l + E d^{zi{R^) - T/^)^] - clog[l + r\ (2.37) 
Proof. The function L{z) is strictly convex on for all ^ > 0. [This is easily 
verified by noting the Hessian of L is positive definite for /z > 0 (Lemma 2.1), and 
applying Theorem 7 in Chapter 7 of Magnus and Neudecker (1988).] The result then 
follows immediately from Theorem 13 in Chapter 7 of Magnus and Neudecker (1988). 
QED.  
Note that g is obtained from g by restricting the domain of g to the curve from 
(^1> • • • J f]a, 0,..., 0) to 0 defined by setting Zj = + /i)] and letting fi increase 
from 0 to oo. 
Result 2.5 
= (2.38) 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.1, the Hessian of L is positive definite for > 0. Consequently, 
the result follows from a well-known property of Lagrange multipliers (e.g.. Proposi­
tion 1.28, Bertsekas, 1982). QED. 
By using Result 2.5 it is easy to show that 
dR 
log g = •b r(-M) -
l + R' 
(2.39) 
This expression can be used to show that (when rewritten in terms of /i) the condition 
^2 = 0 (which characterizes the stationary points of log#) is equivalent to the 
dR 
condition 
r/x 0. (2.40) 
Note that equation (2.40) is the same as equation (2.27) except that fi appears in 
place of p. 
By further utilizing Result 2.5, the second derivative of log g with respect to 
is found to be 
ô2 
5(iZ2)2 logj = - ^ { b , , i l  +  - £ d i ( z i { R ^ ) - v i f r ^ - c l l  +  R ^ ] - ^ }  
+ +  Z d i { z i { R ^ )  - ,i)2]-2 ^ ^ |i ^ ^2j-2 (3.41) 
The following result characterizes the sign of the second derivative of log g at a, 
stationary point. 
Result 2.6 At a stationary point (of logg), positive, equal to zero, 
or negative, according to whether 
+ R'^) + fJ- + rn (2.42) 
is positive, equal to zero, or negative. 
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Proof. Clearly, the sign of expression (2.41) is the same as the sign of 
+ E - %)2][1 + «2)2 + rfy + + [1 + 2 di(zi(R^) - Viff-
(2.43) 
At a stationary point (of logff), 
1 + - -nif = rp(l + (2.44) 
[as is evident from expression (2.39)]. Substituting expression (2.44) into expression 
(2.43), ' 
sign of 
we find that at a stationary point, the sign of log g is the same as the 
r2^;i(l + ^2)3 + rp2(l + B?f + 
which has the same sign as (2.42). QED. 
Because is a continuously differentiable strictly monotone function of /i (for 
di /i > 0), we may evaluate as d f i  (e.g.. Theorem 4.2f of Fulks, 1978), and 
it is easy to show that 
2.7.3 Relationships between the two approaches 
The following lemma relates the stationary points of log^ to those of log 5. 
Lemma 2.2 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the stationary points of 
\ogg and the stationary points of log g. More precisely, if is a stationary point 
of log g, then zfR^) is a stationary point oflogg. Conversely, if is a stationary 
p o i n t  o f l o g g ,  t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  u n i q u e  P ?  G  ( 0 ,  7 / ? )  s u c h  t h a t  z ( R ^ )  =  z °  
a n d  t h i s  R ^  i s  a  s t a t i o n a r y  p o i n t  o f l o g g .  
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Proof. Equation (2.40) is the same as equation (2.27) with p replaced by /z. Thus, 
if is a stationary point of log equation (2.40) is solved by the value of fi corre­
sponding to R^, and equation (2.27) is solved for p equal to this value of //. Thus 
z{R^) is a stationary point of log5. 
Conversely, if is a stationary point of l o g g ,  then z °  =  +  p )  for 
some /3 > 0 satisfying (2.27) and hence z° = {di'qj)l{d^ + p) for some // > 0 satisfying 
(2.40); so that there exists a unique P? G (0, ^7^) such that z°=z{P?), and 
this is a stationary point of logg. QED. 
Note that Lemma 2.2 implies in particular that all of the stationary points of log g 
l i e  o n  t h e  c u r v e  f r o m  ( r j i , . . . ,  r j a ,  0 , . . . ,  0 )  t o  0  d e f i n e d  b y  s e t t i n g  =  [ d i V i / i d i  +  p ) ]  
and letting p increase from 0 to 00. 
The following theorem relates the nature of the stationary points of log g to that 
of the stationary points of log g. 
Theorem 2.1 At a stationary point of logg, the Hessian of logg is negative definite 
(negative semidefinite, indefinite) if and only if at the corresponding stationary point 
oflogg, log g is negative (zero, positive). Moreover, when the Hessian of 
logg is indefinite, it is nonsingular. 
Proof. Let us consider the value of the quadratic form x^H{z*)x for an arbitrary 
non-null vector x, where z* is a stationary point of logg. Further, let R^ represent 
the stationary point of logg corresponding to z* (the existence of which is guaranteed 
by Lemma 2.2), and let p* represent the value of p corresponding to Equation 
(2.40) must hold for p = p* and thus, because equation (2.40) is the same as equation 
(2.27) of System B except that p appears in place of p, a solution to System B is 
obtained by taking z = z{R^) = z* and p = p*. Thus it follows from Result 
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2.3 that p { z * )  = n*. Furthermore, = R^. Thus, letting w  represent the 
vector whose zth element is = [2/x*(l + l/r)/(l + + fi*) and 
letting D  =  —diag(rfi + //*,.  . . , d q  +  / j . * ) ,  we find [in light of expression (2.24)] that 
H{z*) = D + ww^ and hence that 
x 'H{ z * ) x  =  x \D + w w ' ) x  
=  x ' D x  +  { x ' w } ^ .  
Note that, because attention is being restricted to the special case where at least 
one of the a scalars rji,... ,r]a is nonzero, w is non-null, so that 
x ' H { z * ) x  {< ,= ,>}  0  
<=> a;'i?x + (aj'io)^ {<,=,>} 0 
(x'w)"^ { < ) = ) > }  — x 'DX  
. -1 
( w ' D  ^ W ) ( X ^ D X )  ^  ^  w ^ D  ^  w 
(2.46) 
Because neither x nor w is null, 
[ x ' w Y  
( w ^ D  ^ w ) { x ^ D x )  
is nonnegative and 
-1  
(2.47) 
w ^ D  
is positive. 
By the extended Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (e.g., Magnus and Neudecker, 1988, 
p. 200, Exercise 4), expression (2.47) is less than or equal to 1, with equality holding 
if and only if a; oc D~^w. Thus, in light of the equivalence (2.46), H{z*) is nega­
tive definite if and only if —l/(w^D~^w) > 1, negative semidefinite if and only if 
— \l{w^D'~^w) — 1, and indefinite if and only if < 1. 
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Now, using expression (2.45), it can be shown that 
w ' d ~ ^ W  -  + 1 )  ^  (4%)^ 
.* 
and hence that 
?2i ;1 —r(l 4- A*) dii 
D  /i*(l + r) O R  
(where and are evaluated at /x = /i* or = A*). Thus, 
- l l { w ' D ~ ^ w )  {<,= ,>}  1  
-  «•=•»  '  
< = >  — r ( l  + — / 4 * ( 1  +  r )  { < , = , > }  0  
{ < , = , > }  0  
where the last implication follows from Result 2.6. Hence, —l/(io'Z)~~^to) is > 1, 
= 1, or < 1, according to whether is negative, equal to 0, or positive. 
And thus, H { z * )  is negative definite, negative semidefinite, or indefinite according 
to whether log^ is negative, equal to 0, or positive. 
Moreover, Theorem 8.4.3 of Graybill (1983) and expression (2.48) can be used 
to show that 
det[J3"(z*)] = d e t { D  +  w w ^ )  
= ^1 + i«-D~'^tw)det(jD) 
Because Yl^—i[—{di + fi*)] is nonzero, det[Jif(2*)] will equal 0 if and only if 
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Result 2.6 can be used to determine that det[jy(z*)] = 0 if and only if log g = 
0. Thus, H{z*)  is singular only when it is negative semidefinite. 
Q E D .  
In the special case where g  is p{ t \ y ) ,  the event that = 0 (or equiv-
alently the event that the Hessian of log 51 is negative semidefinite and therefore 
singular) at a stationary point occurs with probability zero. To see this, note [in 
light of Result 2.6 and expression (2.45)] that this occurs when 
1  +  R Î  2 -1-1 (2.49) 
where is a stationary point of log^ and /i* is the corresponding value of fi. In 
the special case where g is p{t\y) = t^/^26i and = 2^^ A^/(2^ + 5'e), as 
is evident from Table 2.1. In this special case, t/j, ...,r/o,..., c?a (and implic­
itly and fi*) are functionally dependent on the random variables ti,.. .,ta, and 
Se, whose joint conditional (on r and Tj) distribution was described at the end of 
Section 2.6. Using standard results (e.g., Lehmann, 1986, p. 38 and p. 50), the 
conditional (on r and T^) probability assigned to the set of ti,... ,ta, and Se val­
ues that satisfy condition (2.49) may be calculated as P[X = 2(1 + r)/r] where 
X = [(1 4- 1^)1 }i*\ [S(<^i'7i)^/(«^i ^ • Clearly, X is a continuous random 
variable and this probability is zero. Thus, let us exclude from our consideration the 
case where log g = 0 at a stationary point, with the consequence that all 
stationary points of log g (log^) may be easily classified as strict local maxima and 
minima (strict local maxima and saddle points). 
Theorem 2.1 tells us that g  has a strict local maximum if and only if g  has a 
strict local maximum, and that g has a saddle point if and only if g has a strict 
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local minimum. Note that the local maxima and minima of g must alternate, as g 
is a continuously difFerentiable function (e.g., Hardy, 1908, p. 208, Theorem E), and 
therefore (as we proceed along the curve from (t/j ,..., rja, 0,..., 0) to 0 defined by 
setting = [dir}^/{dj^ + ft)] and letting /x increase from 0 to oo), the local maxima 
and saddle points of g must alternate. 
2.7.4 Number of modes 
Let us now consider of the number of modes of g. Consider the equation 
y log g = 0 or equivalently equation (2.40). In what follows, denote the left 
dR' 
hand side of equation (2.40) by /(/i). That is, define (for 0  <  f i  <  oo) 
/(/i) = TIJ. 1 + / % :  (2.50) (dj+/i)2 
Note that /(O) = —1. A s  n  oo, f ( f i )  —> oo, as is easily verified. Thus, as ranges 
from 0 to oo, / will cross the /i-axis an odd number of times. Now, using equality 
(2.45), we find that 
^ = r ( l  +  A 2 )  +  ^ ( r / f  +  / t ) .  (2.51) 
Because — 
dR^ 
dR^ 
d f j L  < 0, expression (2.51) has the same sign as 
(2.52) 
and hence (in light of Result 2.6) the opposite sign as a2 
d(R^ ^ o g g .  
The smallest and largest stationary points of g will be points where / is increasing 
and will therefore be strict local maxima of g. Thus, because the majcima and minima 
of g alternate, if f{fi) = 0 has, say, 26 + 1 real, distinct, and positive solutions, then 
g (and g) will have A: + 1 modes. 
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At this point, it is natural to wonder how many solutions /(/x) = 0 can have. Let 
r e p r e s e n t  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  d i s t i n c t  v a l u e s  a m o n g  d i , . . . ,  d a -  L e t  J  =  { Î J ,  . . . ,  i a ^ }  
represent a subset of {1,..., a} such that d^^,..., are distinct. Multiplying both 
sides of the equality f{fi) = 0 by Ilig gives the equivalent equality 
V{li) = 0, (2.53) 
where 
= M n (4 + 
iei 
In the case where all of d i , . d a  are distinct, V  i s  a  polynomial equation of de­
gree 2a + 1. More generally, when there are distinct values represented among 
,da, then P is a polynomial of degree 2a^ + 1. Thus, V can have no more 
t h a n  2 o j  +  1  s o l u t i o n s ,  a n d  h e n c e  g  ( a n d  h e n c e  g )  c a n  h a v e  n o  m o r e  t h a n  a ^ - \ -  1  
modes. It is of interest to note that q has no effect on the number of solutions, other 
than placing an upper bound on a. Note that, in general, the coefficients of V are 
functionally related in a rather complicated way, making it difficult to determine the 
number of solutions. 
In the special case where d ^  =  . . .  =  d a ,  V  will be a cubic and results on cubics 
can be used to determine if g is unimodal or bimodal for given b, c, di,..., da, and 
rji,..., T]a. Results of this type can be found in texts on the theory of equations (e.g., 
Conkwright, 1941) or in many mathematical handbooks (e.g., Gellert, et al., 1989). 
When g{z) is proportional to p{t\y), the special case d-^ = ... = da corresponds to 
the special case = ... = Aa, which was discussed in Section 2.6. 
A question of possible interest is whether, for given T,di,...,da, there exist 
rji,... ,T)a such that V = Q has 2a^ -f 1 solutions. In the case where g{z) is propor-
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tional to p { t \y ) ,  this question is equivalent to the question of whether, for fixed X,  
Z,  and  pr io r  d i s t r ibu t ion ,  the re  ex i s t s  a  va lue  of  the  da ta  vec tor  y  such  tha t  p { t \y )  
has aj + 1 modes. In the special case where dj = ... = da, the following theorem 
answers this question in the affirmative. 
Theorem 2.2 Suppose that = 1, so that di,.. .,da have a common value, say d. 
F o r  f i x e d  r  a n d  d ,  t h e r e  e x i s t  v a l u e s  o f  r j i , . . .  , T j a  f o r  w h i c h  V  =  0  h a s  2 a ^  + 1 = 3  
solutions. 
Proof. In this case, V is given by 
=  r f j , ^  +  [ 2 r d  -  ( f E L l  V ' t  -  I j  /  +  K ( 1  +  V f )  -  2 d \  f M  -  d ^ .  (2.54) 
The discriminant of a general cubic polynomial (in x), say 
o 9 
OgX + B QX + c^x + dc, 
as given by, for example, Conkwright (1941, p. 74), is 
After some tedious but straightforward algebraic manipulations, the discriminant of 
Vfi can be shown to be the following quartic in ZlfLi ' 
D  =  
+ [(-4/ - 4r3 + 27-2) + (2r2 - 4r - 4) d^\ (Ef=i vff 
+ [(-g/ - 8r^ + r^) d^ + (20r^ + SSr^ + 20r) d^ 
+  ( r 2 _ 8 r _ 8 ) j 4 j  
- [(4/* + 4r3) / +  ( l2r^ + 12r2) d^ + (l2r2 + 12r)ci^ 
+ (4r + 4)j3] (ELl'??)-
,2 .2 I  v'O -2') j2 
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The coefficient of '7^)^ in D  is positive. Therefore, for sufficiently large values 
of Y>f—i D will be positive. And, for D > 0, the cubic has 3 real, distinct 
zeros (Conkwright, 1941, p. 72). QED. 
The answer to the question of whether, for a given a, there exist r ,  d i , . . .  , d a ,  and 
T)i,... ,r]a such that the polynomial equation V = 0 can have 2a + 1 real, distinct, 
and positive solutions has proven elusive. However, for each of the special cases 
a = 1,2, and 3, examples have been found where V = 0 has 2a + 1 solutions. Thus, 
one might conjecture that, for any a, it will be possible to find r, di,... ,da, and 
rji,... ,Tia such that 'P — 0 has 2a + 1 real, distinct, and positive solutions. 
For the a = 1 case it is easy to find examples where V  =  0  has 3 solutions. Several 
were found in the analyses of the data sets introduced in Chapter 1; these analyses 
are discussed in Chapter 4. Table 2.2 presents an example for a = 2 (3 modes), 
and Table 2.3 presents an example for a = 3 (4 modes). In light of the discussion 
of Section 2.4, the examples given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 provide counterexamples 
to Carriquiry and Kliemann's (1992) claim that p(/3, s|y) can be only unimodal or 
b i m o d a l .  I n  c o n n e c t i o n  w i t h  t h e s e  e x a m p l e s ,  n o t e  t h a t  V  a n d  { l o g  g ) / c  d e p e n d  o n  b  
and c only through r; in particular, 
21 
(logg)/c = -rlog - log 
Calculations for Tables 2.2 and 2.3 were done in the Maple V software (Waterloo 
Maple Software; Waterloo, Ontario), and are accurate to 10 significant digits. In 
particular, the zeros were found with the f solve function. 
These two examples have several noteworthy features. In both cases, there are 
only two "major" modes. Further, di,...,da and rii,...,ria are highly dispersed. 
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Table 2.2: Example Where logflr has 3 Modes 
a  =  2 ,  r  —  2  
d-^ = 2, (^2 = 300 
rj-^ = 10000, 7)2 = 1600 
Value of Value of Nature of 
zero log^/c zero 
4.875194989 x 10"^ -18.44595856 maximum 
5.308629726 -53.06726483 minimum 
4.857358335 x 10^ -52.75635619 maximum 
2.958376408 x 10% -52.93613215 minimum 
4.839990468 x 10® -41.38148431 maximum 
Table 2.3; Example Where log g has 4 Modes 
a = 3, r = 2 
= 2,  d2 = 1000, d^ = 56500 
Tjl = 10000, 7]2 = 800,7/3 = 800 
Value of Value of Nature of 
zero l o g g / c  zero 
4.966229620 x 10"^ -18.42745773 maximum 
4.264169078 -52.89087153 minimum 
2.365693528 x 10^ -51.46971572 maximum 
1.397976789 x 10% -51.61892679 minimum 
2.117776205 x 10^ -51.36690621 maximum 
2.777422018 x 10^ -51.36744192 minimum 
1.549834406 x 10^ -43.70928248 maximum 
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This characteristic has been present in all of the examples discovered to date, not 
jus t  those  presen ted  here .  In  the  spec ia l  case  where  g ( z )  i s  p ropor t iona l  to  p{ t \ y ) ,  
these examples correspond to extremely "unbalanced" data structures and to very 
unlikely data vectors. 
Another feature the examples have in common is that r is small. In the special 
case where g{z) is proportional to p{t\y), r = (n — p + 2a)/(g + 2ai), which is large 
for large values oin — p and moderate values of a, ai, and q. The following theorem 
indicates that g will be unimodal for sufficiently large values of r. 
Theorem 2.3 For sufficiently large r, f{fi) — 0 has only one solution. 
Proof. It is clear from definition (2.50) that any solution to the equation f { f i )  = 0 is 
positive. Moreover, f{n) = 0 is equivalent to the equation 
"  Ê  1 ( 2 . 5 5 )  
2=1 + 
so that it suffices to show that, for fixed di,...,da and ... ,77a, there exists a 
scalar such that equation (2.55) has only one solution for any r greater than that 
scalar. Denote the left hand side of equation (2.55) by h{fj,). Then 
— - Y" (4%)^ Hz - (r + 2)//] 
d/M ^ (di + i^)^ 
Clearly, for < rdal{r + 2), h and dhjdfi are both positive. That is, for 0 < < 
rdal(r + 2), h is positive and strictly increasing. Moreover, h{fi) > for 
f i >  0 .  
Note that equation (2.55) has at least one solution (because it is equivalent to 
the equation /(//) = 0). Note also that h and 1 — rfi have at most one intersection 
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over the interval 0 < /i < r d a K r  + 2) (because h  is strictly increasing and 1 — r/i is 
strictly decreasing over this interval). 
Let us now demonstrate a value of r  that will make h  and l — r j i  intersect while in 
the interval 0 < fi < rdal{r + 2) and will allow no intersections outside this interval. 
This can be done by choosing r so that 1 — rfi becomes smaller than —djr}^ while 
fj. < rdal{r + 2), that is, before h has any possibility of decreasing. More specifically, 
choose r so that at /x = rda/{r + 2), 1 — rfi < —X) That is, choose r so that 
1 - r'^da/(r + 2) < -E 
r ' ^ da-r{l + Edi7if)-2(1+ > 0 
and thus choose r so that 
(1 + E divf) + J i l  + Edivf)^ + 8 d a i l  + i:divf) 
^ 2da 
QED. 
Thus, if r is "large" enough then g  will have only one mode — how large r  must 
be depends on di,.. .,da and rji,... ,r}a. Applying Theorem 2.3 in the special case 
where g{z) is proportional to p{t\y) and observing that p(s|j/) will be unimodal if 
and only if p{t\y) is unimodal, we see that p(s|y) will be unimodal if n — p + 2a is 
sufficiently larger than q + 2ai — how large is large enough depends on the model 
m a t r i c e s  X  a n d  Z ,  t h e  p r i o r  p a r a m e t e r s ,  a n d  t h e  d a t a  v e c t o r  y .  
2.7.5 Relationship to general poly-i distributions 
The function g { z )  is a special case of the poly-i kernel given in Definition 2.2. 
If m = 2 and we make the (only slightly restrictive) assumption that either Tj 
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or T2 is positive definite, then we can use a standard method for the simultaneous 
diagonalization of two matrices [e.g.. Chapter 1, Theorem 23, Magnus and Neudecker, 
1988] to transform the poly-t density into g(z). Thus the analysis of g is applicable 
to a broad class of poly-t densities. 
2.8 Approximation of the Posterior Distribution of / 3  and s  
In Approaches B-1 and B-2 to inferences about w, the posterior distribution of 
P and 8 is approximated by a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector 
8^y and variance-covariance matrix 
y 13s y». I 
In Approach B-1, 8 is the value of 8 that maximizes p(sly), and 
^ = {X'X )~^X'[y — Za) is the mode of p(/9|s = s, y). In Approach B-2, , a')' 
is the value of that maximizes p(^,sly), or equivalently a is the value of 
8 that maximizes max^ p(/3, s|y) and /3 = ( X ^ X ) ~ ^ X ^ ( y  —  Z a )  is the mode of 
p ( / 3 | s  -  8 , y ) .  
In the two following subsections, expressions are given for V V and V s s -
2.8.1 Approach B-1 
In Approach B-1, s  is the value of a  that maximizes p { 8 \ y ) ,  and 
= {X'X)~^X'{y — Zs). Let us take = —H~^, where JET is the Hessian of 
logp(s|j/) evaluated at s = s. It can be shown (see Appendix A) that 
H = ~ T  [ Z ' { I - P X ) Z  4- pi] + 2fi2 
n — p + 2a q + 2ai 
as', (2.56) 
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where f, and p [given by expressions (2.14), (2.15), (2.17)] are evaluated at s. 
It remains to specify Vand VAs discussed in Section 2.2 [see expression 
(2.7)], the conditional posterior distribution of (given s) is multivariate-t with 
n — p + 2a degrees of freedom, location vector {X'X)~^X'(y — Za) and precision 
matrix c~^X^X, where 
_  2 6  + S e +  { 8 -  8 ) ' Z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  8 )  
n — p + 2a 
Now, observe that 
Var(^ I y)  =  Es\Var{^ | 8,y) ]  + VaxsW I «,!/)] (2.57) 
[where E s ( - )  and Varg(-) denote expectations and variance-covariance matrices as 
determined from the posterior distribution of s] and that 
(s - s) I y~iV (s - 8,Vss)  ,  
so  that 
B|(» - «)'z'(r-Px-)Z(a - 5) I !/| i tr[2r'(I-P_y)ZV,s| 
+ {» -  s)>Z'{ l -Px)Z(i  -  ») ,  
which suggests that the first term of expression (2.57) can be approximated by 
where 
^ 2g + 5e + t T [ Z ' ( I - P x ) Z V s 3 ]  + (â - d ) ' Z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  s )  
n — p  +  2a — 2  
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Moreover, because E ((3 | s,y) = (X^X) ^X^{y — Zs), 
Vars[E(/3 | 8,y)] = (X'Xy'^X'lVargiy - Z8)]X{X'X)-^, 
which suggests that the second term of expression (2.57) can be approximated by 
( X ' X ) - ' ^ X ' Z V 3 s Z ' X { X ' X ) - ' ^  
Thus, take 
= c { 8 ) { X ' X ) - ' ^ + { X ' X ) - ' ^ X ' Z V s 3 Z ' X { X ' X ) - ' ^  
=  { X ' X ) - ^ X ' [ c { 8 ) I  +  Z V s s Z ' ] X { X ' X ) - ^ .  
Finally, observe that 
Cov(/3, s I y) = Cov8[E{(3  \  s ,  y ) ,  E(8 |  s ,  y ) ]  + Ea[Cov( f3 ,  s | s ,  y)] 
=  G o v 8 [ { X ' X ) - ^ X ' { y  -  Z 8 ) ,  8 ]  
=  C o V 8 l - ( X ' X ) - ^ X ' Z 8 , 8 ]  
=  - ( X ' X ) - ^ X ' Z V a r ( 8 l y ) .  
Thus, take = -(X'X)-^X^ZVss-
2.8 .2  Approach B-2 
In Approach B-2, (/à', s')' is the value of ( j d ^ ,  s ' ) '  that maximizes p(/3, 8\y). Let 
us take 
/ . \ 
V ^^3 ^33 j 
H  -1  
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where H is the matrix of second partial derivatives of logp(/3,s|y) evaluated at 
{(3', s'y — It can be shown (e.g., Carriquiry, 1989, pp. 92-98) that, when 
evaluated at (^', s')' = (/à', s')', 
a2 
â^logp(/3,.|y) 
and 
Ô 2  .  , _  ,  .  
2e  +  {y  - x p  -  Z8)\y  - x p  - Z s )  
n -f 2a 
2e  +  {y  - x p  -  Zi) \y  -X/3 - Z è )  
n  +  2a 
x'z, 
+ 
2(g + 2ai)2 1 1 
+ 
n + 2a q +  2ai  
sè'. (201 -f à'â)2 
Then, using a well-known result on the inverse of a partitioned matrix, we obtain 
V r  —  1  n + 2a 
S 3  z'(j—Py^Z 4- ^ 2oii J. 
2 0  +  ( y - X 0 -  Z â Y i y  Z s )  2 6 ^  4- ââ' 
2(g + 2ai)2 
(2*1 4- s'af 
' + ' 71 + 2a: q-\ -2a\  88' 
= ~{X'X)- '^X'ZV,s ,  
and 
29 + (» - X;â - Z s ) ' ( y  - X f t -  Z i ) , ^ ,  
+ {x'x)--'^x'zv,sz'x{x'x)-'^. 
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CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 
3.1 Introduction 
The focus of this chapter is on numerical methods for finding the maximum 
(or maxima) of p{s\y). [Note, in light of the discussion in Section 2.4, that numer­
ical methods for maximizing p(s|j/) (Approach B-1) can also be used to maximize 
max^ p(/3, S|T/) (Approach B-2).] One approach to the maximization of p(s|Y) (which 
is the approach taken here) is to first find the stationary points of p(s|j/) and to then 
determine which of these points are maxima. 
If it is feasible to diagonalize the matrix Z ^ ( I — P j ^ ) Z ,  then (making use of 
Table 2.1) the problem of finding the stationary points of p(s|j/) can be transformed 
into one of finding the stationary points of the function g{z) or equivalently one of 
finding the zeros of the polynomial P(/i) — refer to Section 2.7. Furthermore, it is 
then feasible to graph g (as a function of R or /z) or 'P(//). Examination of such 
graphs may be informative about the number of modes and may suggest starting 
values to use with iterative algorithms for finding the zeros of 'P(/i). General purpose 
algorithms for finding the zeros of a polynomial are available (e.g., Press et al., 1989, 
Section 9.5). The more difficult case (which is to be emphasized in what follows) is 
t h e  c a s e  w h e r e  i t  i s  n o t  f e a s i b l e  t o  d i a g o n a l i z e  Z ' [ I — P ^ ) Z .  
Two iterative algorithms for finding the zeros of a function are reviewed in Sec­
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tion 3.2: Newton's method and the method of successive approximations. Section 3.3 
discusses the application of Newton's method to our problem. Newton's method may 
be used to find a zero of any differentiable function. Thus, the problem of finding 
the zeros of P(/i) can be approached by finding the zeros of some other function that 
has the same zeros as V{fi). One such function [given by expression (2.50)] is 
M  =  r f i  
Other possibilities are 
f M  =  r f i  
1 + /E (4+/I)2 (3.1) 
(3.2) 
and 
/2(^) = /^ - (3.3) 
The sequence of iterates generated by Newton's method depends on the function 
to which it is applied. Assuming that the starting value is sufficiently close to a zero, 
the sequence that will converge most rapidly is the sequence derived from the function 
that is most nearly linear in a neighborhood of the zero. A "linearized" choice for 
such a function is discussed in Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. In Subsection 3.3.1 it is 
assumed that the matrix Z\l—Pj^)Z has been diagonalized. The case where the 
diagonalization of the matrix Z\l—P^)Z has not been obtained is considered in 
Subsection 3.3.2. 
The direct use of Newton's method to find the stationary points of p(s|2/) is con­
sidered in Subsection 3.3.3. And, the use of the method of successive approximations 
to find these stationary points is considered in Section 3.4. 
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3.2 General Descriptions of Two Algorithms 
3.2.1 Newton's method 
Let X — , xn)' represent a vector of n unconstrained variables, and let 
f l ( x ) , f n { x )  represent n functions of x .  Define f { x )  = { f i { x ) , /n(®)/, and 
let F(x) = df{x)ldx^, that is, let F{x) equal the matrix whose (i,j)th element 
is dfi{x)/dxj. The (k + l)st iterate of Newton's method for solving the system of 
equations 
f i x )  =  0 (3.4) 
is 
=xi^)-F-'^{xi^))f{x^^)) (6 = 0,1,...) (3.5) 
(assuming that F ( x )  is invertible at « = aj(^)). The starting value a;(®) must be 
supplied by the user. In practice, iteration is stopped when some convergence criterion 
has been met, for example, when I I < e or when 
I  I  <  e  for some small, positive number e.  In the special 
case where the functions f i , . . - , f n  are linear an explicit solution to system (3.4) 
exists (assuming that the system is consistent) and Newton's method will converge 
in a single iteration. As the nonlinearity of fi,. • • ,fn increases, the convergence 
behavior of the sequence of iterates (3.5) typically deteriorates. 
It is possible that a sequence of iterates produced by Newton's method will 
converge to a point that is a local maximum but not the global maximum or to 
a stationary point that is not a maximum. A point of convergence (say œ*) is a 
maximum if F(x*) is negative definite. 
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3.2.2 Method of successive approximations 
The method of successive approximations is another iterative method for solving 
the system (3.4). Unlike Newton's method, its use does not require the evaluation 
of the partial derivatives df^{x)ldxj. To apply the method of successive approx­
imations, first reexpress the equations f{x) = 0 in the form x = g{x) for some 
vector g{x) = ... ,gn{x)y of functions of x. Then, the (k + l)st iterate of 
the method is given by 
a j (^+ l )  =  gr (a ; (^ ) )  (6  =  0 ,1 , . . . ) ,  
where aj(^) is supplied by the user. As with Newton's method, iteration is stopped 
when some convergence criterion has been met. Convergence is guaranteed if for 
some closed and bounded set S C Sî" containing the starting value, g maps S into 
itself and g is contracting [i.e., ||</(a!) — i9(y)|| < M||aj — y|| for some norm || • ||, 
some M € (0,1), and all x,y G 5] (e.g., Isaacson and Keller, 1966). However, the 
existence of such a set is typically difficult, if not impossible, to verify. 
3.3 Application of Newton's Method 
3.3.1 Linearized version for maximizing log^ 
Let us now consider the application of Newton's method to the problem of finding 
the stationary points of log g (or equivalently the stationary points of g). As discussed 
in Section 3.1, Newton's method could be applied to the equation V{n) = 0 or to 
any one of a number of equations with identical solutions. It would seem best to 
apply Newton's method to the equation that is most nearly linear in the vicinity of 
a solution. 
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In cases where the values of ,..., rfa are not "too" dispersed, it would seem that 
a good equation to which to apply Newton's method could be devised by proceeding 
as follows. Let d = and define 
m(/i) = + 
The equation m { f i )  = 0 is equivalent to the equation V { f i )  =  0, and in the special 
case where di = ... = da, m is a cubic polynomial and the equation m(^) = 0 can be 
explicitly solved (e.g., Gellert et al., 1989). Define rh{fi) to be the cubic polynomial 
obtained from m(/i) by replacing di,. ..,da with d, that is, define 
m(/i) — ~ 1 2d li — d^. (3.6) 
Now, consider the following stategy for finding a solution to the equation m(/x) = 
0. First, find a solution, say f^i, to m(/i) = 0. (In the case where di = ... = da, Mi 
is a stationary point of log5.) Then, factor as fh{fi) = (// — /ii)q(/i), in which 
case q(fi) is a quadratic in /i, and define 
If = ... = da, then £ { f i )  = /f — /ij, which is linear i n  f i .  If dj,..., da are not all 
equal but are not widely dispersed, it would seem that i may still be more nearly 
linear than m. This suggests that it may be desirable to apply Newton's method 
to the equation i{ii) = 0, rather than to m{fj,) = 0. This approach produces the 
sequence of iterates 
Moreover, it would seem that m would be an appropriate starting value (whether 
Newton's method is applied to the equation £(fj.) = 0 or to any of the equivalent 
,2 .2 _L vo Jly j2 
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equations). The derivative which is needed to implement algorithm (3.8), is given 
by the formula 
= 
?( / i )  [2(J  +  i i ) f { i i )  +  {d+-  (<i+ 
where /'(/i) is expressible as in (2.51), that is, where 
is expressible as in (2.45), that is, as and where 
If the equation 77i(/i) = 0 has multiple solutions, then there are multiple choices 
for fii and algorithm (3.8) can be implemented at each of these solutions. Note that 
because m is a cubic, it can have only 1, 2, or 3 solutions. 
Several comments are in order. Even if 7'(^) = 0 has multiple solutions — it was 
conjectured in Subsection 2.7.4 that V{fi) = 0 can have up to 2a^ + 1 real solutions 
— there is no guarantee that m(^) = 0 will have multiple solutions. On the other 
hand, examples have been found that show it is possible for VÇn) = 0 to have a single 
solution while m(/z) = 0 has multiple solutions. Algorithm (3.8) can be expected to 
work best in cases where g is unimodal or at worst bimodal. Empirical evidence 
suggests that g is likely to be unimodal or bimodal when di,... ,da are not widely 
dispersed. 
When applying an iterative algorithm that relies on a user specified starting 
value, it is good practice to restart the algorithm at each of several different values. 
Unless this practice is followed, there is no chance of detecting multiple solutions. 
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Even if there is only a single solution, this practice can be helpful in avoiding mistakes 
caused by premature termination of the iterative algorithm. 
With regard to the choice of the starting value(s), note that /(//) = 0 can be 
reexpressed as 
and, because the left-hand side of equation (3.9) is bounded below (for yii > 0) by 
solution for (i must be less than (1 + 
3.3.2 Linearized version without diagonalization 
Let us now consider how the modes of p(s|y) might be computed without re­
sorting to the diagonalization of the matrix Z\l—Pj^)Z. Or, equivalently, let us 
consider how the maxima of g and hence g might be computed (without resorting to 
diagonalization) in the special case where g(z) is proportional to p{t\y). To make 
possible the application of the methods of Subsection 3.3.1, we require alternative 
expressions for 
and 
Define 
(4 + ' 
(  4% Y  
(4%)^ 
(4 + 
2 6  - f -  S e  
and 
a(po)  =  [poi  + z'(r-Px)z]  ' Z'(I-Px)y  
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Then, we have (using the results of Section 2.6) that 
8{po)  =  [poI+Z'{I -Px)Z]~^ Z' {I -Px)Z8 
=  [poPP'+  PDP']~^ PDP's  
=  [P{poI+D)P' ]~^ PDt  
=  P{poI  +  D)-^P'PDt  
=  P{poI  +  D)-^Dt .  
Thus, 
8{po)  -8  =  P  [{po l  +  D)-^D -  l ]  i ,  
and (using Table 2.1) 
- s]'z' (I -Px)Z[s (po]  -  «1 
=  f '  [ ( p o l  + D ) - ^ D  - I \ D  [ ( p o I + D ) - ^ D  -  I  
2 
2 
2 V-
(Aj + /)o)2 
(4 + 
Similarly, 
[ < P o ) ] ' [ s { p o ) ]  =  t ' D { p o I  +  D ) - ' ^ P ' P ( p o I  +  D ) - ^ D t  
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= 2^1 Xi 
A  + 
Furthermore, 
[ 8 { p o ) ] '  [ p o I + Z ' { I - P x ) Z \ ~ ^  s { p o )  
= 1'D{poI + D ) - ^ P ' P { p o I  + D ) - ^ P ' P { p o I  + D ) - ^ D i  
= iD{poI  D)-^Dl  
= E 
( A j  +  p o ) " ^  
29 + Se + /i)3 
Implementation of algorithm (3.8) also requires the calculation of d .  Note 
that d = 29y^I{29 + 6'e), where À = If this is calculated as A = 
tr[Z'(/—P^)Z]/a, all quantities necessary to implement algorithm (3.8) can be ob­
ta ined  wi thou t  r e so r t ing  to  the  d iagona l i za t ion  o f  Z^(I—Pj^)Z.  
Also, as noted in Section 2.6, X) = 8^Z\l~Px)Z8. Thus, in determining 
the upper bound (1 + ^d^r]^)/r on solutions for fi (discussed in Subsection 3.3.1), 
= Y,/S,jt^l{29 + 5'e) may be calculated as s'Z'{I—Px)Z81{29 + 5'e). 
Observe (in light of Table 2.1 and the results of Section 2.6) that the quantity 
p(s), defined by expression (2.17), is expressible as 
{q + 2ai) \29 ^ Se + {a- s)'Z'{I-Px)Z{8 - s) 
M  =  
[n — p + 2a) ^29i + s'8 
(g  +  2ai)  25 +  5e + S  ^ii^i ~ - k f  
(n — p + 2a)  
c  (20 -f- S e )  1 + E d i i z i  - l i f  
6(2^1) l  +  E z f  
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29 Se  /  \  
= 
where p{ z )  is as defined in expression (2.23). 
Note that without the diagonalization, the computation of each iterate of any of 
the various implementations of Newton's method requires the solution of the linear 
system 
[poi+z'{i-Px)z]  » = Z'(I-Px)v, 
which comprises q linear equations in q unknowns and whose coefficient matrix is in 
general non-diagonal. 
3.3.3 Newton's method applied directly to p(s|y) 
The approach described in Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 consisted of finding the 
stationary points of log^ by using Newton's method to solve a single nonlinear equa­
tion. An alternative, to be considered in this subsection, is to apply Newton's method 
directly to the problem of finding the zeros of 91ogp(s|j/)/5s. This requires the re­
peated solution of a system of q nonlinear equations in q unknowns. Essentially the 
same algorithm can be used to find stationary points of max^p{l3, 3\y) (necessary 
for Approach B-2) by replacing n — p in p(s|y) with n. This approach differs some­
what from that taken by Carriquiry (1989), who applied Newton's method directly 
to p(/3,s|y). 
Define 
/(«) = ^ logp(s|y) = - t Z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  s)  -
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where 
T 
n — p + 2o! 
2 $  + S e +  { 8 -  8 ) 'Z ' { I -Px)Z{ 8  -  s )  
q + 2oii 
26i + s's' 
[see expressions (2.13)-(2.15)], and define 
—^Z'( l -Px)Z(8  -  «)( .  -  s)'z' ( I -Px)Z 
2 
-  t Z'{I -PX ) Z + - fi J 
^ '  q  +  2ai  ^ 
[see expression (A.9)]. When applied to the nonlinear system /(s) = 0, Newton's 
method produces the following sequence of iterates: 
Alternatively, Newton's method could be applied to some system of equations that 
is equivalent to /(s) = 0. 
3.4 Application of the Method of Successive Approximations 
In this section, the method of successive approximations is applied to the problem 
of finding stationary points of p{8\y). 
One implementation of the method of successive approximations, suggested by 
expression (3.3), leads to the iterative algorithm whose [k + l)st iterate is 
8 (A+l) _ g(A) _ H-l(sW)/(aW) (Â: = 0,1,...). 
( A  =  0 , 1 , . . . ) .  (3.10) 
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Note that, by making use of the results in Subsection 3.3.2, these iterates may be 
reexpressed in terms that allow them to be calculated without diagonalizing the 
matrix Z'(/—P^)Z. 
Alternatively, by applying the method of successive approximations directly to 
the system 51ogp(s|t/)/5s = 0, we obtain [in light of expression (2.13)] the iterative 
algorithm whose {k + l)st iterate is 
= [^(s(^) )I  +  Z' { l -Px)z '^  Z ' { I -Px ) y  (6 = 0, 1 , . . .). (3.11) 
By making use of the results in Subsection 3.3.2, it can be shown that 
=  2 0 i ^ ( s ( ^ + l ) ) / ( 2 ^  +  S e ) .  
Thus, in applying the method of successive approximations, algorithms (3.10) and 
(3.11) produce equivalent sequences of iterates (provided, of course, that they are 
started at equivalent points). 
Carriquiry (1989, p. 94) applied the method of successive approximations directly 
to the equations obtained by setting the partial derivatives of logp(/3, s|y) equal to 0. 
In doing so, she obtained the algorithm whose (k + l)st iterate is (/3(^~'"^), 
where 
+  Z ' { I -Px ) z Y ^  Z ' { I -Px ) y ,  (3.12) 
/3(^+l) = {X'X)-'^X'{y- Zs^^)), (3.13) 
with 
P a i f i , s )  = { q  +  2 a i )  
2 6  +  ( y  -  X / 3  -  Z 8 ) ' { y  - X I 3 -  Z s ) ]  
{ n  +  2 a )  26i + s's 
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or equivalently (in light of Identity 2.3), 
Pa{P, 8) 
{q + 2ai) [2d + Se + {8- s)'Z'{I-Px)Z{8 - s) + {(3 - $)'X'X{(3 - ^)] 
(n -I- 2a) ^6i + s's] 
By way of comparison, the algorithm obtained by applying the method of succes­
sive approximations to the system ôlog[max^ p(/^) 8\y)]ld8 = 0 has as its {k + l)st 
iterate 
+ Z'{I-Px)zY^ Z'(I-Px)y ,  (3.14) 
where 
{ q 2 a i ) \ 2 9  +  S e  +  { 8  —  s y Z ' ( I — P x ) Z { 8  —  s ) ]  
p * { 8 )  =  
(ti + 2ex) ^2^2 + 8^i 
A variation on the algorithm whose iterates are given by expressions (3.12) and 
(3.13) is obtained by taking 
= [pa{f3^^\8if ' ) )I+Z'(I^Px)zY^ Z'{I-Px)y ,  (3.15) 
^(fc+1) ^ (x'X)-^X'(y-Zs(^+^)), (3.16) 
where the replacement of with can be regarded as an attempt to speed 
convergence. Because ^ = {X'X)~^X'{y — Za), = /9*(s(^)), and 
consequently expressions (3.15) and (3.14) for are equivalent. Hence, these 
two implementations of the method of successive approximations [the one whose 
iterates are given by (3.15) and (3.16) and the one whose iterates are given by (3.14)] 
are equivalent. 
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3.5 Numerical Examples of the "Linearized" Newton's Method 
Newton's method as applied to £{fi) — 0 (the "linearized" version of Newton's 
method) and Newton's method as applied to m were used on the three examples 
discussed in Chapter 1. In doing so, the values of a, aj, and 6 were taken to be zero 
and three values of were tried, namely, $1 = 1, 10, and 100, 
In all cases, the cubic fh{fi) [expression (3.6)] had a unique zero and this zero 
was used as a starting value for the iterations. In all but one case, the linearized 
version converged in fewer iterations. The convergence criterion was taken to be 
I |< 10~^. Tables 3.1-3.9 give the results. 
In none of the nine cases is the need for improvement on the non-linearized 
version especially great. This can be attributed to the starting values being close 
to the zero. The case where the linearized version did not perform better than the 
non-linearized version was the lithium carbonate data with 9i = 1. Figure 3.1 shows 
both i and m for this case, with a vertical reference line at the starting value of 
0.032899. Note that while i is definitely more linear than m, the starting value is 
close to the zero of 0.01721350. Figure 3.2 "zooms in" to the area of the zero and 
makes it apparent that both i and m are very linear on the interval between the 
starting value and the zero. 
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Table 3.1: Lithium Carbonate Data — Newton's 
Method Applied to I and m with = 1 
Iterates of n  
For Newton's Method Applied to 
I  m  
.016910435 .017107077 
.017213357 .017213487 
.017213496 .017213496 
.017213496 
(Starting value = 0.032899) 
Table 3.2: Lithium Carbonate Data — Newton's 
Method Applied to I and m with = 10 
Iterates of ( i  
For Newton's Method Applied to 
I  m  
.002140254 .004156623 
.002306764 .002310302 
.002306770 .002306770 
.002306770 
(Starting value = 0.043704) 
Table 3.3: Lithium Carbonate Data — Newton's 
Method Applied to I and m with 6i = 100 
Iterates of n  
For Newton's Method Applied to 
I  m  
.000325402 .002766707 
.000240019 .000248618 
.000240018 .000240019 
.000240018 
(Starting value = 0.045154) 
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Table 3.4: Crop Area Prediction Data — Newton's 
M e t h o d  A p p l i e d  t o  I  a n d  m  w i t h  6 i  =  1  
Iterates of fi 
For Newton's Method Applied to 
i  m  
1655.5593091 1658.0887352 
1655.5579072 1655.5656207 
1655.5579072 1655.5579073 
1655.5579072 
1655.5579072 
(Starting value = 1703.23) 
Table 3.5: Crop Area Prediction Data — Newton's 
Method Applied to I and ni with 6i = 10 
Iterates of 
For Newton's Method Applied to 
I  m  
156.07600879 156.59453943 
156.07142992 156.07495531 
156.07142991 156.07143008 
156.07142991 
156.07142991 
(Starting value = 162.816) 
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Table 3.6; Crop Area Prediction Data — Newton's 
Method Applied to I and m with = 100 
Iterates of // 
For Newton's Method Applied to 
I  m  
13.116561528 17.092885680 
8.061547626 12.023920155 
4.603587414 8.343048020 
1.539423387 5.390371687 
1.235266742 2.642444809 
1.250202721 1.132462432 
1.250246189 1.248002263 
1.250246189 1.250245415 
1.250246189 
1.250246189 
(Starting value = 24.4052) 
Table 3.7: Lamb Weight Data — Newton's Method Ap­
p l i e d  t o  I  a n d  m  w i t h  =  I  
Iterates of /i 
For Newton's Method Applied to 
I  m 
34.350158246 35.974070101 
34.390143657 34.516854475 
34.390145735 34.391057102 
34.390145735 34.390145783 
34.390145735 
(Starting value = 40.9631) 
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Table 3.8: Lamb Weight Data — Newton's Method Ap­
plied to I and m with d-^ = 10 
Iterates of fi 
For Newton's Method Applied to 
I m 
2.793003446 3.645862581 
1.880321226 2.480005678 
1.652340682 1.861391271 
1.636141453 1.657628414 
1.636060939 1.636281667 
1.636060937 1.636060960 
1.636060937 
1.636060937 
(Starting value = 5.51663) 
Table 3.9: Lamb Weight Data — Newton's Method Ap­
plied to i and m with d-^ = 100 
Iterates of /i 
For Newton's Method Applied to 
I m 
1.756889785 2.694815880 
0.677937570 1.441076995 
0.264448511 0.678559653 
0.182228811 0.295343909 
0.179241699 0.187051416 
0.179237977 0.179274997 
0.179237977 0.179237978 
0.179237977 
(Starting value = 4.63587) 
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Figure 3.1: Graph of I and m for Lithium Carbonate data {6^ = 1) for 0 < /i < 0.6 
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CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
This chapter presents some calculations for the examples given in Chapter 1. 
The approximations to the posterior mean and standard deviation of w produced 
by Approaches B-1 and B-2 are compared to the exact posterior mean wjg and 
standard deviation In certain cases, the posterior distribution of 8 is found to 
be bimodal. 
The calculation oi wq and y/VQ was carried out via Approach A, using IMSL 
(IMSL Inc., Houston, Texas) subroutines DEVCSF (eigenvalues and eigenvectors), 
and DQDAG and DQDAGI (numerical integration). 
4.1 Choice of Prior Distribution 
As noted in Chapter 1, one drawback of Approaches B-1 and B-2 is that the 
noninformative prior that results from applying Jeffreys' rule to the REML likelihood 
[and taking p(/3) oc 1] is not in the class of prior distributions to which Approach B is 
applicable. From results on inference about the error variance in a fixed-effects model, 
it might seem that the prior information obtained by taking a = ai=6 = 6i=:0 
would be noninformative (e.g., Lindley, 1965, p. 32). However, when Oy • 0, p{8\y) 
approaches oo as s approaches 0, as noted by many authors (e.g., Lindley, 1971 and 
Gianola, Im, and Macedo, 1990). Thus, taking = 0 is not appropriate. However, 
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taking ^ = a = 0 gives a viable noninformative prior for the error precision r. In 
what follows, let us take 0 = a = 0. 
When = 0 and 0-^ > 0, the prior distribution of is noninformative 
in the sense that the variance of this distribution is infinite — the mean of this distri­
bution is also infinite. Even when = 0, the results of the Bayesian analysis can be 
sensitive to the choice of — this sensitivity is demonstrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, 
which give results for the the lamb weight data with w as defined in equation (1.3). 
In what follows, nonzero values are considered for both and , and results 
are obtained for the examples on how the approximate posterior distribution (of w) 
employed in Approaches B-1 and B-2 compares with the exact posterior distribution. 
If the values of ai and 6i are such that the prior information about cr^ is consis­
tent with the information provided by the data, then the approximations might be 
expected to work well. If the prior information is inconsistent with the information 
provided by the data, it would seem that the approximations might not work well 
and that, in extreme cases, p{8\y) might be bimodal. 
Values of and 6^ that are consistent with the information provided by the 
data were obtained by setting ai/6i (which is the prior mean of T^) equal to the 
REML estimate of rj. Once the value of ci\IO\ is decided upon, there is one "degree 
of freedom" for choosing aj and . To further narrow this choice, the variance of the 
REML estimate of was approximated from the estimated large-sample variance-
covariance matrix of the REML estimates of 7 and cr^ by using the 5-method. For 
purposes of deciding upon values for and 6^, this can be regarded as a lower bound 
on ai/O'^ (which is the prior variance of rj^). Specifically, the procedure for choosing 
and 6^ was to fix the ratio at each of several values and to then vary 
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Figure 4.1: Lamb Weight Data — Exact and Approximate Posterior Means of w 
for = 0 
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4.2 Examples 
4.2.1 Lithium carbonate data 
For the lithium carbonate data, let us consider the case where w  represents the 
difference in effect between formulations A and D. The REML estimate of is 
287.42. Its estimated variance is 2570467.29. 
Figure 4.3 depicts the posterior mean of w  and its approximations from Ap­
proaches B-1 and B-2 for ol\IQ\ = 290. Note that as 0^ increases (and thus as the 
prior variance decreases), Approaches B-1 and B-2 better approximate the posterior 
mean. The posterior standard deviation and its approximations are given in Fig­
ure 4.4. The posterior density p(s|i/) is bimodal for the smaller values of and 
max^ p(/3, s|y) is bimodal for all given in the figure. In the presence of bimodality 
the approximations to the posterior standard deviation from Approaches B-1 and B-2 
are suspect. 
For = 29, the approximations are less satisfactory. Both p(s|y) and 
max^ p(/3, s|j/) become more severely bimodal (see Figures 4.5 and 4.6), so that 
neither mode provides a satisfactory approximation to the posterior mean of 8 and 
neither Approach B-1 or B-2 provides a satisfactory approximation to the posterior 
mean of tw — see Figure 4.7. In bimodal cases such as this, Carriquiry and Kliemann 
(1992) suggest that a weighted average of the two modes might lead to a better 
approximation of the posterior mean of w. The behavior of the approximate standard 
deviations is similar to the case where ci\IOi = 290 — see Figure 4.8. 
Bimodality of p { 8 \ y )  and/or m a x j ^  p { / 3 ,  3 \ y )  does not necessarily result in bi­
modality of p{w\y) — see Figures 4.9 and 4.10. 
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Figure 4.3: Lithium Carbonate Data — Exact and Approximate Posterior Means 
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Figure 4.8: Lithium Carbonate Data — Exact and Approximate Posterior Standard 
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Figure 4.10: Lithium Carbonate Data — Posterior Density of w for a-^ — 0.29 and 
9-^ = 0.01 
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4.2.2 Crop area prediction data 
For the crop area prediction data, let us consider the case where w  is the small-
area mean for Hardin county. The REML estimate of tj is 0.0071416. Its estimated 
variance is 0.00033831. 
Figure 4.11 depicts the posterior mean of w and its approximations (from Ap­
proaches B-1 and B-2) for oti/di = 0.01. The posterior standard deviation and its 
approximations are given in Figure 4.12. There is bimodality of max^ p(/3, s|y) for 
some values of 9]^. Although Approach B-1 also exhibits some odd behavior, p(s|y) 
is not bimodal for any of the plotted values of O^. Figures 4.13 and 4.14, which depict 
log^ for Approach B-1, suggest that p{8\y) may be asymmetric and/or relatively flat 
in the vicinity of a mode. 
For ai/6i = 0.1, the discrepancy between the posterior mean and the approx­
imations (from Approaches B-1 and B-2) decreases as Q-^ increases; see Figure 4.15. 
Thus, as the prior variance decreases, the approximations provided by Approaches 
B-1 and B-2 perform better. Results on the exact and approximate posterior standard 
deviations are presented in Figure 4.16. The range of values for which the exact 
posterior standard deviation is depicted was restricted due to numerical instabilities 
in the algorithm used for its computation. 
4.2.3 Lamb weight data 
For the lamb weight data, let us consider the case where w  is as defined in 
equation (1.3). The REML estimate of T]^ is 1.93395. Its estimated variance is 
6.22484. 
For = 2, the posterior mean of w  and its approximations are depicted 
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Figure 4.12: Crop Area Prediction Data — Exact and Approximate Posterior Stan­
dard Deviations of w for = 0.01 
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in Figure 4.17 and the exact and approximate standard deviations are depicted in 
Figure 4.18. For = 12, the posterior mean of w and its approximations are de­
picted in Figure 4.19 and the exact and approximate standard deviations are depicted 
in Figure 4.20. In both cases, aa di increases (and the prior variance decreases), the 
approximations perform better. As with the crop area prediction data, some nu­
merical difficulties were encountered in evaluating the exact posterior mean wq and 
standard deviation .yFg. 
4.3 Some Conclusions 
It is clear that, for the examples, the usefulness of the approximations provided 
by Approaches B-1 and B-2 varies considerably with the choice of the prior parameters 
and 9-^. The advantage of these approximations is that their use requires no 
numerical integration. 
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CHAPTER 5. EXTENSION TO MORE THAN ONE SET OF 
RANDOM EFFECTS 
It remains to consider the extension of the results for model (1.1), which contains 
a single set of random effects, to model (1.17), which allows for multiple sets of random 
effects. 
Recall that, in model (1.17), 
y — +  Z-^8-^ +  . . .  +  ZcSc 4- 6, (5.1) 
where /3 is a p x 1 vector of unknown parameters, Sj is a x 1 vector of unob-
servable random effects with 8^ ~ N{'Q,a^I) (i = 1,..., c), e is an n x 1 vector 
of unobservable random errors with e ~ iV(0,ct^J), and X, Zj,..., Zc are known 
matrices. Recall also that e and sj,...,sc are statistically independent and that 
the variance components cr^ and cr^,..., CTc are unknown positive parameters. Fur­
t h e r ,  r e c a l l  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n s  r a n k { X ,  Z ^ )  —  r a n k ( X )  >  0 ,  r a n k { X ,  Z i , . . . ,  Z j )  —  
rank(X, Zi,..., Z^_i) > 0 (for i — 2,... ,c), n — rank(X, ..., Zc) > 0, and 
r a n k { X )  =  p .  F i n a l l y ,  r e c a l l  t h e  n o t a t i o n  7 ^  =  ( i  =  1 , . . .  , c ) .  
Let Z  =  { Z i , . . . ,  Z c ) ,  and s = (sj,..., 8 ^ ) ' .  Denote the precision components 
by r = l/cr^, and = l/o^, for i = 1,..., c, and let r = (rj,... ,rc)'. Denote the 
ratios of the random-effect precisions to the error precision by pi,... ,pc- That is, 
for 2 = 1,..., c, take = xj/r = 7^"^-
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It is assumed that, a priori, r and ,..., Tc are statistically independent and 
have gamma distributions, and that 13 has a "flat" prior distribution, independent of 
T and rj,..., Tc. Specifically, take 
( X T ^ ~ ^  e x p i - d r )  n  T ° : % " ^ e x p ( - g ^ T j ,  ( 5 . 2 )  
i=l 
where a,ai,... ,ac and 6 are known nonnegative scalars and 9i,... ,dc are known 
positive scalars. Then, as discussed by Broemeling (1985), 
P{(3,8 ,T\T)  OC r"~^exp{-0T} J][ r?^^^exp|-^s'Ajs| (5.3) 
i = l  I  ^  )  
c 
P{T)  O C  n  ^ e x p j - ^ i T j } ,  ( 5 . 4 )  
2=1 
where j4j is the block diagonal matrix given by 
A i  =  diag{0g2, - -, ' • • • > ®9c}' 
with On representing an n X n null matrix. 
5.1 Posterior Distributions 
The derivation of the relevant posterior distributions parallels that given in Sec­
tion 2.2 for the special case c = 1 (e.g., Broemeling, 1985). The definitions of Se, P, 
and 8 (given in Section 2.1) are still applicable as are expressions (2.1) and (2.2) for 
the likelihood function Z,(/3, s, r) conditional on 8. Combining this conditional likeli­
hood and the marginal distribution of (3, s, r, and r as determined from (5.3)-(5.4), 
we obtain 
n-\-20L 1 f T r / ^ 
p(/3,s,T,r|î/) a r 2 exp [2^ + (y - X/3 - Zs) (y - X/3 - Zs)] | 
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x n 
i=l 
n+2a 
c 2 
exp {-f + (5.6) 
OC T 
1 r T . 
2~ 'exp + 5e + (« - s ) 'Z ' { I -Px)Z{s  -  »)  
+ {0~0) ' x ' x { l3 -0 ) ] j  
X n 
Z=1 
exp {-^ (2A; + s'Ais) |. (5.6) 
Integrating expression (5.5) or (5.6) with respect to T and ,..., TG (following 
the approach taken in Section 2.2), we find that the posterior density of (3 and 8 is 
p{l3, 8 \ y )  OC [29 + Se + { 8 - 8 )'z'{I-Px)Z{ 8 - 3 )  
+ (/3 - P) 'X 'X{ (3  -  ^) ]  -("+2«)/2 
X n + (5.7) 
2=1 
OC [26  +  ( y -X(3-  Za) \y  -  X/3  -  Zs)] - ( ^+M/2  
X n [2^1 + . (5.8) 
2 = 1 
Thus, expression (2.7) for the posterior density p(/3js,y) of /3 given a is still appli­
cable. 
Further, upon integrating /3 out of p(y9,s|î/) (following the same approach as 
in the case of a single set of random effects; refer to Appendix A), we find that the 
marginal posterior density of the vector 8 of random effects is 
p{8 \y )  OC [20 + + (S - s)'Z'{I-Px)Z{8 - s)] -("-P+2A)/2 
oc 
(92+2ai)/2 
2 9  +  { y -  Z 8 ) ' { I -Px) { y  -  Z8)] -("-P+2«)/2 
X n [2^i + «'^îS 
2 = 1 
(5.9) 
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X n [2flj + . (5.10) 
i=l 
As is evident from expression (5.9), the posterior distribution of s is a poly-i distri­
bution. 
Approaches B-1 and B-2 (to inferences about w) are both applicable to the 
general mixed model (5.1), and Approach B-2 is related to Approach B-1 in essentially 
the same way as in the special case c = 1. In what follows, attention is restricted to 
Approach B-1. 
The stationary points of p(s(y) are the solutions to the equations obtained by 
setting the derivative of logp(s|y) (with respect to s) equal to 0. It follows from 
expression (5.9) that 
^ logp(s|y) = - TZ'{I-PX )Z { S  - s) - ^  nA^s, (5.11) 
i= l  
where 
2« + Se + (» - â)'Z'{I-Px)Z{8 -  »)  ^  °' 
=  iel'+Tlis > " •  =  ( " 3 )  
Note that f, f^,..., fc depend on 8, although that dependence is suppressed in the 
notation. Clearly, logp(s|y) has a stationary point at s = s if and only if 
i = \T.Pi(')Ai + Z'(I-PX)Z\-^ Z'(I-Px)y (5.14) 
where, for i = 1,..., c, 
H (qi + ioci)\ie + Se + (s-B)'z'{I-Px)Z(s-s)] 
Pii^) = - = ^ —T- T-—i > 0. (5.15) 
(n — p + 2a)  20^  +  a^A^s  
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The Hessian of logp(s|y) is derived in Appendix B. When evaluated at a sta­
tionary point s = â, it has the value 
H(S) = + (5.16) 
+  ^ „ - p\ 2a  
where f, ,..., fc, and are evaluated at s = s. According to Result 2.2, 
fl'(s) can be nonpositive definite or indefinite, but never nonnegative definite. 
5.2 Maximization of p(s|y) 
When c = 1, maximization of p(s|y) can be reduced to a 1-dimensional maxi­
mization problem (as discussed in Section 2.7). In what follows, this result is gener­
alized by showing that (for an arbitrary value of c), the maximization of p(s|y) can 
be reduced to a c-dimensional maximization problem. 
5.2.1 Unconstrained case 
For purposes of generalizing Result 2.3, consider the following nonlinear system 
of equations in 8 and p = {pi,..., pc)^, 
+  Z l { I -Px ) z ]  s  =  Z'(I -Px)y (5.17) 
.  (<I i  +  i c . i ) \ 2e^Se  +  ( s -3)'z' { I -Px)Z(s - l , ) ]  .  
PI = r for 2 = 1,..., c. (5.18) 
(n - p -t- 2a) [25j + 
It is easy to show that system (5.14) is equivalent to the system (5.17)-(5.18) in 
the following sense: If is a solution to equation (5.14), then and p^ = /3^(a°) 
(i = 1,... ,c) are a solution to equations (5.17) and (5.18); and conversely if 8° and 
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are a solution to equations (5.17) and (5.18), then s® is a solution to equation 
(5.14) and Pi{8°) = /5? (i = 1,..., c). 
Define C  = Z \ l — P ^ ) Z ,  and let 
M i x )  =  C  +  
where x  =  ( a j j , . . . ,  xc ) ' .  By  so lv ing  equa t ion  (5 .17 )  fo r  8  (in terms of p )  and 
subs t i tu t ing  th i s  express ion  in  equa t ions  (5 .18) ,  we  ob ta in  the  equa t ions ,  fo r  i  =  
1 , . . . ,  c ,  
{ n - p  +  2 a ) p i  [ 2 9 i  + â'c[M{~p)r^Ai[M{p)]-^C8] (5.19) 
= (% + «i) [2^ + Se + 8' (53 piAi) [M(p)]~lc[M(p)]~l (I] PiAi) «] . 
Thus, instead of directly solving the system (5.14) for s, we may solve the c-
dimensional system (5.19) for p, and then substitute this solution into equation (5.17) 
and solve for s. 
5.2.2 Constrained case 
Let Ri,...,Rc represent positive scalars, and let = [R^,..., R^)'. 
Consider maximizing p(s|i/) subject to the constraint g(g) = R^, where gf(s) = 
[gj^(s),... ,£fc(s)]', with ^^(a) = 8'A^8 = for z = 1,...,c. To maximize p(s|y) 
subject to gf(s) = it suffices to minimize (s — a)'Z'{I—P^)Z{8 — a) subject to 
g{8) = R^. For this purpose, define the Lagrangian function 
L { 8 )  =  { 8 -  8 )'z' {I -Px)Z { 8  -5 )4 -  p! [ g { 8 )  - R% (5.20) 
I l l  
where fX = {ni,..., fic) is the vector of Lagrange multipliers. The partial derivative 
of L (with respect to s) is 
dL 
=  2Z' ( I -Px)Z{3  - S) + 2 (2 H-^)  '• da  
Using this expression, we obtain the system of Lagrangian equations 
Z '{ I -Px)Z  +  Y .HM^ = Z\l-Px)V (5-21) 
s'A^s = R^, for i = 1,... ,c. (5.22) 
Note that, if /zj is replaced by i = 1,..., c, equation (5.21) is the same as equation 
(5.17). 
The theory of Lagrange multipiers (see, e.g., Magnus and Neudecker, 1988, p. 
131) insures that associated with the constrained absolute minimum at each there 
is a unique fx. This /x is a solution to the c equations 
= y'(l-Px)ZlM{,i)]-^AilMMr^z'(I-Px)y (i = 1 c ) ,  
derived from the Lagrangian equations (5.21) and (5.22) by solving (5.21) for s in 
terms of fjt and substituting this expression in (5.22). As in Chapter 2, it can be 
shown that the fji associated with this absolute minimum has /ij > 0 (% = 1,..., c). 
Define 
V =  { r^  :  r I ^ y ' { I -Px)Z[M { i i ) ] -Ui lM{^) ] -^Z> ( I -Px ) y  
for some /xj G (0, oo) (i = 1,..., c) j . 
For each G V,  define 
»(il2) = I Z ' ( I -Px ) Z  +  '  Z ' ( I -Px ) y .  h T D \ I .. . /4 .1 ^ >7.1 
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where here fX is to be interpreted as the unique fi associated with R^. 
Now, define g{R^), for G V, by 
g(R^)  = max p(a|y). (5.23) 
g(s )=R^  
Paralleling Result 2.4 for the c = 1 case, Theorems 7 and 13 in Chapter 7 of 
Magnus and Neudecker (1988) can be used to show that the the absolute maximum in 
definition (5.23) is strict. Moreover, the absolute maximum is attained at s = «(A^), 
so that 
i= l  
and thus that 
log ^ (12^) = constant 
- log [29 + Se + Ib{R^) -  i]'z'(I-Px)Z{s(R^) -  S)] 
2 = 1 
Furthermore, as in Result 2.5, it follows from the theory of Lagrange multipliers that 
( fo r  i  =  1 , . . .  , c ) ,  
^ {l»(fl2) - i l ' z ' ( I -Px)Z l s (R^)  - @1} = 
Thus, for i = 1,..., c, 
d 
OR} 
log 9 n — p + 2Û: 
2{20 - \ -Se  +  [s(J l2 )  -  a] 'Z ' { I -Px)Z[8{R^)  -  â]} 
_ 
2[2g^ + A?]' 
(5.24) 
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Expression (5.24) can be used to show that (when rewritten in terms of f x )  the 
condition —^ log# = 0, i = 1,..., c, (which characterizes the stationary points of 
oR^ 
log#) is equivalent to the condition that, for i = 1,.,., c, 
(n - p + 2a)iii [26^ + s'C[M(/i)]-Ui[M(#i)]-lCs] (5.25) 
= (9i + «i) [2^ + 5'e + a' «] • 
5.2.3 Relationships between the two approaches 
Note that equation (5.25) is the same as equation (5.19) except that /i appears 
in place of p. Thus, as in Lemma 2.2, it can be shown that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the stationa,ry points of log# and the stationary points of 
logp(s|y). Specifically, if J2^ is a stationary point of log#, then s{Il?) is a stationary 
point of logp(s|y). Conversely, if 8° is a stationary point of logp(s|y), then there 
exists a unique € V such that s(R^) = s® and this is a stationary point of 
log#. 
The following theorem is essentially a generalization of part of Theorem 2.1. For 
the c = 1 case, it was possible to describe the nature of each of the stationary points 
of # in terms of the corresponding stationary points of #. Here, we only show that 
the maxima of p(s|t/) correspond to the maxima of #. However, this is sufficient to 
establish that the problem of maximizing the nonlinear function p(s|i/), which is a 
function of Yé^— \ % variables, can be reduced to that of maximizing the nonlinear 
function #, which is a function of only c variables. Because the evaluation of g 
involves the solution of a -dimensional linear system, this reduction may 
seem illusory. However, the dimension of the nonlinear maximization problem has 
been reduced. In Chapter 2, for the c = 1 case, this reduction was fruitfully exploited. 
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A similar exploitation may be possible for arbitrary values of c. 
Theorem 5.1 The marginal posterior density p(s|y) of a has a (strict) local maxi­
mum at if and only if g has a (strict) local maximum at . 
Proof. Let It = ..., = {Ri,.. Re)'- Define the function h{R) = 
g(R^), and observe that h has a (strict) local maximum at JR = JR* if and only 
if g has a (strict) local maximum at = {R^-^,..., R^^). For convenience, let 
^(s) = p(s|y). 
(=^) Let 8* represent a strict local meiximumof g. Then, s* is a stationary point 
of g and is equal to s(il*) for some stationary point JR* of g. Also, there exists an 
e > 0 such that 
g{8*) > g{8) for any s G : (s - s*)'(s - «*) < e^} , s ^ s*. (5.26) 
Note that g{8*) = ^(«(JR*)) = g{R^) = A(jZ*). We wish to show that 12* is 
a strict local maximum of h. It is possible to choose e' so that, for 
Re {R:{R- R*yiR - R*) < e'2}, s(fl2) e {s : (s - ,*/(, - s*) < e^} (see 
Lemma B.l in Appendix B). Then, for every R G |i2 : (JR — J2*)'(il — R*) < e'^j, 
R ^  J2*, we have that h(R) = ^(«(iZ^)) < g{8*) = A(J2*). 
A similar argument tells us that if s* is a local maximum of g, there is an R* 
with s(i2*) = 3* and that this iZ* is a local maximum of h.  
(<=) Let represent a strict local maximum of h. Then, there exists e > 0 
such that 
h{R*) > h{R) for any 12 6 {jR : (il - R*)'{R - R*) < , 12 ^ 12*. 
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Note that h{R*) = g(a(j%*)). We wish to show that a(iZ*) is a strict local 
maximum of g. Take s to be an element of |s : [s — S(JR|)]'[S — S(ll|)] < 
such that 8 ^ and let 12(a) = • • • > \/®c®c • Then, 
12(a) € {12 : (12 — 12*)'(12 — 12*) < (see Lemma B.2 in Appendix B). Thus, 
r ecalling the definition of g (and hence h), we have that g^a) < A(12(g)) < A(12*) = 
g{8{R^)). Moreover, if 12(s) ^ 12*, then p(g) < h{R(a)) < A(12*) = g(a(12*)) and 
if 12(a) = 12*, then [because a / a(12*)] g{8) < g(12*) = /t(12*) = g(a(12*)). Thus, 
a(12*) is a strict local maximum of g. 
A similar argument shows that a stationary point of g corresponding to a local 
maximum of A is a local maximum of g. 
Finally, because strict local maxima of g correspond to strict local maxima of 
g, and local maxima of g correspond to local maxima of g, it must be the case that 
non-strict local maxima of g correspond to non-strict local maxima of g. 
QED. 
In Chapter 2, for the case where c = 1, some results were given on the maximum 
possible number of modes of •p{s\y). That special case is relatively tractable because 
the zeros of the first derivative of log# can be related to the zeros of a polynomial 
in one variable. When c > 1, the problem of determining the maximum number of 
modes appears to be much less tractable. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
Let us now consider (in light of the results presented herein) the relative merits 
of empirical BLUP, the (exact) Bayesian approach, and the approximate Bayesian 
approaches (Approaches B-1 and B-2). 
As discussed in Chapter 1, empirical BLUP tends to underestimate the mean 
squared error (MSE) of prediction. For that and other reasons, the prediction inter­
vals produced by this approach may not be altogether satisfactory. In the Bayesian 
approach a prior distribution is assigned to the variance components (and to the fixed 
effects), and inference about a linear combination w of fixed and random effects is 
based on the posterior distribution of w. When the prior distribution for the variance 
components is that obtained by applying Jeffreys' rule to the REML likelihood and 
the prior distribution for the fixed effects is proportional to a constant, the posterior 
mean of w provides an unbiased estimate of w, the posterior variance of w can be 
regarded as an estimate of the MSE of prediction, and a Bayesian credible interval 
can be interpreted as a frequentist prediction interval (Hulting and Harville, 1991; 
Harville and Carriquiry, 1992). 
Another advantage of the Bayesian approach over empirical BLUP is that the 
Bayesian approach provides a more satisfactory (point) predictor of w when the 
(frequentist) estimate of the variance ratio 7 is close to zero and imprecise (Harville 
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and Carriquiry, 1992). 
One drawback to the (exact) Bayesian approach is that it requires numerical inte­
gration. However, if the diagonalization of Z\l—P^)Z is computationally feasible, 
then typically so is the numerical integration. 
The computations required by the approximate Bayesian approaches (Approaches 
B-1 and B-2) are also facilitated by the diagonalization of Z\l—Pj^)Z. How­
ever, even when this diagonalization is infeasible, Approaches B-1 and B-2 may still 
be  app l i ed  so  long  a s  the  so lu t ion  o f  t he  l inea r  sys tem \ po I  + Z\ l—P^)Z^  8  =  
Z\l—Pj^)y is computationally feasible. In these approaches, this system must be 
solved once for each iteration of an iterative algorithm for maximizing a function. 
By way of comparison, the numerical integration necessitated by the exact Bayesian 
approach requires that this system be solved for each of a much larger number of 
po-values — hence the need for the diagonalization of Z\l—Pj^)Z. 
The major drawbacks of Approaches B-1 and B-2 are the limitations they im­
pose on the choice of prior — in particular they cannot be used in conjunction with 
Jeffreys' prior — and the problems caused by multimodality. The numerical results of 
Hulting and Harville (1991) and Harville and Carriquiry (1992) indicate that, when 
Jeffreys' prior is employed, the Bayesian approach provides a suitable (frequentist) 
alternative to empirical BLUP. However, because the use of Approaches B-1 and 
B-2 is restricted to prior distributions of the form (1.11)-(1.14), which excludes Jef­
freys' prior and other "reasonably noninformative" priors, these approaches may not 
have much appeal for frequentists. [Of course, if the exact Bayesian approach were 
restricted to a prior density of the form (1.11)-(1.14), it would have the same limi­
tations.] The examples in Chapter 4 demonstrate the problems that can arise with 
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Approach B-1 [Approach B-2] when multimodality or some other divergence from 
multivariate normality of p(8|y) [max^ p(/3, sji/)] is encountered. 
In summary, if one desires a procedure with good frequentist properties, a Bayes-
ian analysis based on Jeffreys' prior may be appropriate (assuming it is computation­
ally feasible). If the estimate of the variance ratio 7 is not close to zero or is relatively 
precise, a modified empirical BLUP approach may also prove satisfactory. If one truly 
has prior information that gives rise to a prior density that is (at least approximately) 
of the form (1.11)-(1.14), and p(fi|y) or majc^ p(/3, s|y) has a unique, sharp mode, 
then the examples in Chapter 4 provide some evidence that Approach B-1 or B-2 will 
provide a satisfactory approximation to the exact Bayesian approach. Further work 
would be required to pinpoint the circumstances under which these approximations 
are satisfactory. 
Because the effect of the prior distribution on the Bayesian analysis diminishes 
as the amount of data increases, there is some hope that for large data sets (ones 
where the diagonalization of Z\l—P^)Z may not be feasible) the lack of a good 
noninformative prior for use in conjunction with Approach B-1 or B-2 may not detract 
so much from their usefulness. Any future work should include a study of how well 
Approaches B-1 and B-2 perform when applied to "large" data sets. 
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APPENDIX A. TECHNICAL DETAILS FOR CHAPTER 2 
A.l Proof of Identity 2.2 
{ y - Z 8 ) ' {I -Px) { y - Z 8 )  
=  y ' {I -Px ) y  + a ' z ' {I -Px)Z8  -  2 8 ' z ' { I - P x ) y  
= y\L~Px)y + 8'z'{I-Px)Z8 - 28'z'{I-Px)Z8 
+ 8 'Z'{I-Px)Z8  -  8 'Z'{I-Px)Z8  
=  y \l-P x ) y  -  8 ' Z ' { I - P X ) Z 8  +  { 8 -  a ) ' z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  ë )  
— S 'a  +  ( s  ~  Z^(^ I—Px)Z(^8  — s ) ,  
where the last equality follows from Identity 2.1. QED. 
A.2 Proof of Identity 2.3 
( y - X i 3 -  Z8 )\y - X/3 - Za) 
=  [ y - Z 8 - X ^ -  X(/3 - ^ ) ] ' [ y  - Z 8 - X $ -  X { ( 5  -  $ ) ]  
= (y -Z8- X^)\y -Z8- XP) + (/3 - $yx'X{(3 - $) 
- 2 { y - Z 8 - X $ ) ' X { ( 3 - p ) .  
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Now note that 
y - Z 8 - X $  =  y - Z 8 - X ( X ' X ) - ' ^ X ' { y - Z 8 )  
=  ( I -Px){y  -  Zs) ,  
which, since I  — is symmetric and idempotent and ( I—Pj^ )X  = 0, implies that 
{y -Z8-  X$) 'X( I3  -p )  =  ( y -  Z8) ' i I -Px)X{^  -$ )  =  0  
and that 
{ y - Z 8 -  X ^ ) ' { y  - Z s -  X $ )  =  ( y  -  Z 8 ) ' { I - P x ) { y  -  Z s ) .  
It follows that 
{y- x p -  Zs) ' {y  - X p -  Zb )  
= (!/ - Zs)\l-Px){y -Zs) + (/3- Âyx'X(/3 -0). 
Upon applying Identity 2.2, the proof is complete. QED. 
A.3 Integrating (3 out of p(/9,s|y) 
Let a{s )  =  26  +  Se  - \ -  { s  — s ) ^Z \ l—Px)Z{8  — s ) ,  or equivalently, (in light of 
Identity 2.2), let a(s) = 26 -{• [y — Z8)'[I—Px){y — Zs). Note that 
oc 
nH-2a . , g+2ai 
[a (a ) ]  z  ]^6 i  +  8  s  
„ /  \  [13-0) 'X 'X  i f ) -0 )  
n+2a 
•~ir~ 
d(3. 
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Using knowledge of the normalizing constant of the multivariate-^ distribution (Def­
inition 2.1), we find that 
f  f {0-$ ) ' x ' x (0 -$y  
Jm> a(s)  
n+2a 
d f3  =  
[7r(n -p  +  2a) ]P /2  T  
As a function of s, this is proportional to ydet 
[a(s)]P/2. Thus, 
n—p+2a  
n—p+2a^  and hence to 
(x W»)] ^ [2^1 + s 
QED. 
A.4 Derivation of Expression (2.24) 
For convenience, recall [from expressions (2.20), (2.21), (2.22), and (2.23)] that 
d  
dz .  : ^ogg{z) = -2Tdi{zi - 7/j) - 2tizi for i = 1,..., 9, 
h 
1  +  -%)  
c  
n = 
2 
> 0 ,  
> 0 ,  
^ n = > 0. 
^  b[ l  +  T , z } ]  
And, note that 
dr  
dz j  " + ^4(^2 - m)"^]  ^Nj(0j - 7?j)] = -2T^d j { z j  -  r/j)/6 
(A . l )  
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
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and that 
Thus, for j, 
92 
- 9T . . ôri 
= —2——dAzz — 77^ * I — 2 z: 
= 4 
'—didj{zi - r}i){zj - T] j )  + ^z^z j  
Also, 
a2 
log5(z) = -2 
=  - 2  
5r 
^4(^2 - m) + rdi 
-  V i f  + rdi 
dri 
dzx  Z i+Tl  
Now, we need to evaluate the second order partial derivatives at an arbitrary 
solution z* = (z*,..., Zg) to the equations obtained by setting (A.l) equal to 0. 
Note that 
* _ 4% 
'  4  +  Xz*) '  
and that 
4(4 - %) = -P:  4% 
4  +  Xz*) '  
Suppose now that r, T^, and p  are evaluated at z* .  Then, at z = z*. 
52 
dz^dz j  \ogg{z )  =  4 
Ti2(fe + c) djdjTiirij 
be {di + p){dj + p) , for i ^ j, 
and 
52 
^Og g{z) = -2  T(4  +  p ) -2  be  I  \ d i+p^  
Upon noting that rj — these two results can be reexpressed as result (2.24). 
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A.5 Derivation of Expression (2.56) 
In deriving expression (2.56) for the Hessian of logp(a|y) evaluated at s = s, 
use is made of standard results on matrix differentiation (e.g., Searle, et al., 1992, 
Section M.7, p. 454). 
Recall, from expressions (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), and (2.17), that 
^logp(s|y) = - T Z ' { I - P X ) Z { S  - a) - f ^g ,  (A .5 )  
n - p  +  2 a  
2e + Se  +  { s -  3 ) 'Z ' { I -Px)Z{8 -  s)  ^  
.  n  {q-¥2cc i ) \2»  +  Se +  { i - s)'z'(I-Px)Z{i - s ) ]  ^ 
p= -r = — -r ri > 0. (A.8) 
(n — p + 2a)  |20;|[ + s's] 
And, observe that 
dr  n  — p  +2a  
57 - - [29 + Se + (. - -,)'Z'(I-Px)Z{s - S)]2 
and 
dri _ q + 2ai 
ds' (2^1 + s's)2 28' 
q + 2ai 
Thus, 
2TI ^ 
- T Z ' { I - P X ) Z +  ]~88 ' - r i I .  (A.9) 
9 4" 
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Now, we need to evaluate 5^ logp(s|y)/ôsôs' at a solution s to the equation 
obtained by setting (A.5) equal to 0. At s = s, 
Z^(I-Px)Z(3 -  â)  =  ~pè,  
and hence (at a = s), 
+ M + (;r3  ^+ TTW) 
(where f, and p are evaluated at s = s). 
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APPENDIX B. TECHNICAL DETAILS FOR CHAPTER 5 
B.l Derivation of Expression (5.16) 
In deriving expression (5.16) for the Hessian of logp(s|i/) evaluated at s = s, 
use is made of standard results on matrix differentiation (e.g., Searle, et al., 1992, 
Section M.7, p. 454). 
Recall, from expressions (5.11), (5.12), (5.13), and (5.15), that 
d  
08 logp(s|y) - - t Z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  s ) - 2=1 
n — p  +  2a  
> 0 ,  
26  +Se+ {8 -  8 ) 'Z ' { I -Px)Z{8  -  8)  
. . .  f j  ( %  +  2 a ^ )  2 6  +  S e  +  { s  -  a ) ' Z ' { I - P x ) Z { 8  -  s ) ]  
Pii^J = — = —— 
Observe that 
5s' 
(n — p + 2a) 26^ + 8'A^8 
n — p  - { •2a  
126 + SE + (» - B)'Z'{I - P x ) Z ( B  -  5 ) | 2  
2f2 
(B.l) 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
> 0. (B.4) 
[2(« -  s)'z'{I -Px)z] 
n — p  +  2a  
and  fo r  z  =  1 , . . . ,  c  
[ («  -  i)'z' { I -Px)Z] 
dri Qi + 2a j  
{2d i  + a'Ais)"^ 
28'A, 
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Qi + 2o!j 
Thus, 
glogp(g|y) 
dads' 
2T' 
n — p - { -2a  Z' { I -Px )Z{a  -  8) {a  - 8 )'z' { I -Px )Z 
2f? 
fz'{i-Px)z + E  — t - -  E  n A -1i + 201% 
Now, we need to evaluate log p{a\y) I dad a' at a solution s to the equation 
obtained by setting expression (B.l) equal to 0. At s = s, 
and hence (at s = s) 
d log  p {8 \y )  
dads' 
= —r z'{i-Px)z + Y,kAi 
+ 2 
n — p + 2a 
(where f, f ^ ,..., fc, and pj,..., are evaluated at s = s) 
B.2 Lemmas for Theorem 5.1 
Lemma B.l For any e > 0 there exists an e' > 0 such that 
[a {R^)  -  s ( i l2 ) ] ' [ s ( f i2 )  _  a( j zZ) ]  <  ,  2 M / ^ 2 
whenever 
(H- f i* ) ' ( J2 - J2* )  <  e '2 .  
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Proof .  Let m(J2) = s(Jl^). Note that u(R)  is a continuous function of I t  for all R 
such that G V. Let R^ and represent elements of V. Then, it follows from 
the definition of continuity that, for any e > 0, there exists />0 such that 
[«(Bl) - «(Jl2)l'[ti{Jli) - «(«2)1 < ^  
whenever 
(«1 - Jl2)'(Hi - R2)  <  e'2. 
QED. 
Lemma B.2 Let  s  represent  an element  o/|s : [s — s(Jl|)]'[s — 
le t  jR(g) = ,  \ J .  Then,  12(s) E |j2 :  (R — R*y(R - 12*) < e^}. 
Proof .  First, note that 
R{8)  e {R: iR-  R*) ' {R  -  R*)  <  e^}  
4=> R(8)'R{8) + R'^ R  ^- 2R{8)'R  ^ < e^ , 
and that 
s e |s : [s - s(JR^)]'[s - s(i2^)] < e^} 
4=^ s '8  +  8{Rl) 's{Rl)-28'8{Rl)<e^.  
In what follows, let us write R  =  . . . ,  R c )  for Jl(s). Note that 
8 8  =  4" •  •  •  "t" ®c®c "  4- . . .  4" i îg  =  R Ry 
and that 
3{R'^) 8(R^) = + . . .  +  Sc (12*) ' s c ( i2* )  =  + . . .  +  /Z*c  — IZ*JZ*  
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Now, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
I l< = RiRn. 
which implies that 
-  s ' a iR l )  > -  E  RiR^ i  =  -B!R* .  (B .5 )  
i=\ 
Now, observe that 
S 'B  + s(J22)/S(J22) _ 23 '8{r I )  <e^  <=>  R'R + R'^R^ - < e^. 
Thus, in light of expression (B.5), it follows that 
s'a + 8{rI)'s{rI) - 28 '8{r I )  < r ' R + r ' ^ R^ - 2R'R  ^ < E^; 
that is, 
s e {s : [s - s(Jl|)]'[s - s(J2^)] < e^} 
=> Jl = J2(s)G{l2:(ll-Jl*)'(12-i2*)<e2}. 
QED. 
